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2019 MINUTES
NORTHWEST YEARLY MEETING
OF FRIENDS CHURCH
One Hundred Twenty Seventh Session
Held in Newberg, Oregon
July 21-24

NORTHWEST YEARLY MEETING OFFICE
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Yearly Meeting Office

Friends Church Extension Fund

200 N Meridian St

200 N Meridian St

Newberg, OR 97132
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Janelle Nordyke
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NWYM Foundation

Janelle Nordyke, director

Office Manager - Elizabeth Eicon

200 N Meridian St

Newberg, OR 97132

503.538.9419

503.538.9419 ext.l 11
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Office Intern - Daria Brandt

Presiding Clerk - Ken Bedford
208.695.7656

NWYM Retirement - Mass Mutual
Steve Gulley
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Midyear Board Meetings|January 24-25,2010|Newberg Friends
Pastors Conference|March 9-12, 2020|Twin Rocks
Annual Sessions|July 19-22, 2020|George Fox University
International Church Multiplication Conference|Nov 11-13, 2020

2020 Youth and Camping Dates

Bible Quiz Meet at Meridian Friends|January 11
Man Camp at Quaker Hill|Feb 21-23
Bible Quiz Meet at Sherwood Friends|March 7
Mother & Daughter Camp at Tilikum|May 8-10
Friends and Family Camp at Quaker Cove|May 22-25
Work Weekend at Quaker Hill|May 22-25
Tilikum Day Camp|June 8-July 31
Quest Camp at Tilikum|June 8-July 31
Father & Son Camp at Tilikum|June 19-21
Quaker Hill Day Camp|June 9-12
Kids Camp at Quaker Hill|June 20-24
Jr. High Camp at Quaker Hill|June 24-29
High School Camp at Quaker Hill|June 24-29
Quaker Cove Culinary Camp|June 29-July 3

Boys Camp at Twin Rocks|June 28-July 3
Single Mom Family Camp at Tilikum|July 3-5
Girls Camp|July 6-11
Quaker Cove Culinary Camp|July 6-10
Tween Camp|July 13-18
Mother & Son Camp at Tilikum|July 17-19
Youth Yearly Meeting|July 19-22
High Adventure Camp at Tilikum|July 20-24
Twin Rocks Day Camp|July 27-31

Quaker Cove Day Camp|July 27-Aug 14
Father & Daughter Camp at Tilikum|July 31-Aug 2
Surfside|August 2-8
Family Camp at Twin Rocks|Sep 4-7
Men's Retreat at Twin Rocks|Sept 18-20

Homeschool Outdoor School at Twin Rocks|Sept 21-25
Rise I Women's Retreat at Quaker Hill|Sept 18-20
Shine|Women's Retreat at Twin Rocks|Sept 25-27
Couples Conference at Twin Rocks|Get 16-18
Holiday Family Weekend at Twin Rocks|Dec 11-13

REPRESENTATIVES SEATED,2019

The following were seated as the Council of Representatives of
Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church:

INLAND: Entiat - Dianne Hansen, Phil Harrison; River ofLife ; Woodland -.

NEWBERG:2nd Street- Heather Way; Netarts - Ken Beebe,

Newberg- Dick Sartwell, Cindy Espana, Betty Comfort, Cindy
Johnson, Keith Reeser, Susan Hampton; Sherwood — Rich Miller;

West Chehalem — MarDee McDougal, Marge McLain.
PORTLAND: City's

Jeanine Selix Ford; Clackamas

Park - Sheila Borgman, Karla Allen; Crossroads - Mike Posey,
Shawn Leonard, Sherri Posey; Lynwood - ;Metolius — Barb
Hutchins, Augusta Davis; Tigard-Tdivni Cammack.

PUGET SOUND:East Hill- Ruthie Severance; McKinley Hill ; Olympic View - Jenny Willoughby; Peninsula -.
SALEM: Marion -; Rosedale - Bill Kelley; Scotts Mills -

Wanda Jenkins; South Salem — Steve Phillips, Shirley Kluver.
SOUTHERN IDAHO: Boise — Robin Sparks, Joyce White;
Margaret Hiskey, Sam Hiskey; Greenleaf- Lee Belt,
Heidi Belt; Homedale - ; Melba - Ben Fitch, Gen Fitch;

Meridian - Tresa Redford, Edee White; Star - ; Whitney - Joy
Lujan.

SOUTHERN OREGON:Medford — Richard Mann,Deanna
Mann; Talent-?>yd Wyncoop, Christina Muhr.

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON: Cherry Grove - Eileen

Newman,Shelley Geil; Destiny - ;Rose Valley - Ed Hoyer, Jim
Libby; Vancouver-ian Geil, Peter Faville.

MINUTES

Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church
July 21-24,2019
George Fox University
Newberg, Oregon

Sunday, July 21, 2019, 3:10pm

NWYM Council of Representatives Meeting
Approximate attendance: 55

Brad Holton, presiding clerk, welcomed representatives to yearly
meeting 2019. Brad led us in prayer, in which we invited God's
Spirit to guide our deliberations in these sessions.
Lana Thurston, clerk of nominating committee, presented

information regarding nominations for YM Presiding Clerk and
YM Assistant Presiding Clerk. The nominations will be presented
on the floor of YM tomorrow, with the goal of deciding the matter

on Wednesday. The nominating committee will recommend Ken
Redford for presiding clerk and George Crosiar for assistant
presiding clerk.

Brad Holton presented the anticipated agenda for YM 2019, with
particular attention to action items. He explained which items
will be considered on which days. Some action items may be

decided quickly, but some may need to be held over for other
days.

Brad invited General Superintendent Jim Le Shana to describe the
plan for the first hour(8 am)of business sessions MondayWednesday. Brockie Follett, Director of Kaleo Academy, will be
sharing research findings about churches in the United States that
5

are doing well in reaching youth and young adults.

Brad urged representatives to remain in Newberg to attend
Wednesday's business session. Some action items will be
presented by some boards on Wednesday.

Some representatives asked questions about details ofthe agenda.
Answers were supplied by Brad Holton, Jim Le Shana, and Ken
Beebe.

Assistant Clerk Debbie Harrison gave a presentation outlining
responsibilities ofrepresentatives, (see Appendix A)

The representatives thanked Debbie for her presentation.
After some discussion, the 2019 agenda was approved.

The meeting adjourned with prayer at 4:25.

Monday, July 22, 2019, 9:10 am.
Approximate attendance: 160

1. Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church convened its
127th annual sessions on Monday,July 22, 2019, on the campus
of George Fox University. We come together in worship to make
decisions and to think about the issues that affect our community.
Some Quakers call this a "meeting for worship with attention to
business" to remind us that we listen to the Spirit as well as each
other. The theme for this year's session is "Fresh Vision." In the
hour preceding the business session, Brockie Follett, Director of
the Kaleo Academy at Barclay College, presented the first ofthree
sessions,"Concepts of Growing Younger."

2. Clerk Brad Holton invited visitors to introduce themselves.

Phil Baisley, of Indiana Yearly Meeting and Earlham School of

Religion is a "true" visitor. (Phil finally moved his membership
from NWYM to an Indiana church.) Nancy Irving, of North

Pacific Yearly Meeting, brought greetings. Nancy is retired from
Friends World Committee on Consultation. She invited us to send

a representative to the 2020 NPYM.
3. Lana Thurston reported for the nominating committee.
Renewals:

Elders—Ken Beebe, Arden Kinser
Global Outreach—Nadine Brood, Janelle Ralph

Leadership Development and Enrichment—Melissa Kelley, Paul
Anderson

Finance—Barry White, John Johnson (1 year)
Trustees—Dave Hampton
These names were approved.
New nominees. Note, on recommendation from Administrative
7

Council and Nominating Committee, these persons absented
themselves from the meeting during consideration oftheir
nominations.

Elders—Elisa Pharris (Meridian)

Congregational Care—Debbie Day (City's Edge), Cindy Johnson
(Newberg), Sherri Sheirbon (Caldwell)
Communication—Joseph Harrison (Newberg)

Leadership Development & Enriehment—Stan Morse (Star)
These nominations were approved.

Lana explained that Presiding Clerk Brad Holton had resigned his
office, effective at the end of these sessions. Debbie Harrison,
whose term as Assistant Presiding Clerk ends this year, has
declined to renew. Lana proposed nominees for new clerks: Ken
Bedford (Meridian) and George Crosiar (Rosedale). The
nominating committee recommends we take action on these
nominations on Wednesday.

Lana urged Friends to consider whether God is calling them to
serve on yearly meeting committees and boards.
One Friend raised a question about process on the nomination of
new clerks. Delaying the decision to Wednesday might bind the

yearly meeting if the nominees were not approved. Clerks
recommended moving the discussion of the clerk nominations to

Tuesday and allowing the business meeting to decide as the Spirit
leads.

4. Phil McLain reported nominations made by Elders for
Administrative Council.

Renominated: Bill Moonnann, Katie Morse

These nominations were approved.

i

5. Jim Le Shana reported as General Superintendent He has
spent much of his time since beginning his service in fall 2018

traveling to churches and meeting with pastors. Jim expressed
thanks for Yearly Meeting staff people: Tonya Comfort
(Bookkeeper), Janelle Nordyke (Director of Finance), and
Elizabeth Eicon (Office Manager), in particular. Jim introduced
new pastors: Scott and Kim Morin at Homedale, Dave and Renee

White at New Life Friends. He invited prayer for pastoral
families. Four churches currently do not have lead pastors.
Jim attended eight area meetings since fall 2018. The area
structure of NWYM is unique among evangelical Friends; other

YMs have dropped the "quarterly meeting" level of organization.
Jim suggested that future area meetings could focus on
training/how-to sessions.
Jim noted a strength of NWYM:our camps(four ofthem—we are

the envy ofother YMs!)and George Fox University and
Greenleaf Friend Academy.

Jim urged Friends to give to a "challenge goal" to meet YM
budget needs. Our budget is balanced, partly because we spend
conservatively. We have not filled certain YM staff positions that
could help expand YM ministries. Jim urged individuals and
churches to increase their giving to NWYM.

Jim urged Friends to pray for existing and new churches,"new"
churches being those not yet opened, but "birthed" in our hearts.
He shared data about church attendance in the Northwest. It's

clear there is a great field of mission around us in our region. "It
takes all kinds of churches to reach all kinds of people."
Jim reminded Friends of a quote he shared at the eight area
meetings:"The sign of a great family ofchurches is that its vision

is greater than its memories." See superintendent's report
(Appenix B)
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6. Janelle Nordyke, YM Director ofFinance, presented the
financial report and the proposed 2020 budget. Our recent
preliminary audit looks good. The income was at 93% of budget
and local church support was almost 100%. Expenses were held
to 93% of budget. Our net loss was approximately $20,000, less

than the $60,000 anticipated. Janelle explained that some money
in the ministry fund has been transferred to Sierra-Cascade YM,
according to the transition plan approved by AC.(Insert footnote
to 2017 AC minute.) In 2019 we are under-spending our budget.
(See the GS report; we have not filled certain positions.) The

proposed 2020 budget is almost the same as 2019, this after
several years of drastic reductions in the budget. See attached

budget(Appendix C).
The 2020 budget was approved.
7. A Friend from Newberg rose to express thanks to Brad Holton
and Debbie Harrison for their leadership during the difficult time

of division in the YM,affirming their release from their roles as
clerk and assistant clerk.

8. Ken Beebe, GFU board member, presented the GFU proposal
for changes regarding the GFU Board of Trustees. GFU proposes
that rules in the by-laws ofthe university be changed, i.e. that
51% ofthe Board be required to be affiliated with Friends, and
that 51% ofthat number be affiliated with N WYM. All members

ofthe Board must affirm the university's statement of faith. The

Board proposal requires that no Board member speak against the
university's lifestyle statement. The proposal also requires that all
nominations to the GFU Board be approved by NWYM. The

proposal clarifies the notion of"affiliation"—by membership or
affirmation of participation in a Friends church (or, in case of
geographical distance, affirmation ofidentification with Friends).

10
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RECOMMENDED NEW LANGUAGE:
BYLAWS OF GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY, ARTICLE IV:
MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOARD

Section 1. Composition of the Board
b. At the time that new members of the Board are approved, at
least 51% of the total number of members of the Board, including

the new members being approved, will be affiliated with a Friends
Church (by membership in a Friends Church, by affirmation that

they are part ofthe congregation if the church does not use a
membership process, or by affirming that they identify with the
Friends Church but by reason ofdistance are unable to attend one)
(a "Friends Board member"). Of the required number of Friends
Board members, at least 51% will be, at the time that new
members of the Board are approved, affiliated with a church in the
YEARLY MEETING (by membership, by affirmation they are

part ofthe congregation if the church does not use a membership
process, or by affirming that they identify with a church in the
NWYMFC but by reason of distance are unable to attend that
church)(a"NWYMFC Board member").
RECOMMENDATION:

The George Fox University Board of Trustees approved the

following language at its fiill board meeting on March 9,2019 and
respectfully requests the approval of Northwest Yearly Meeting in
place of that set out above:
"All nominees for Trustees shall assent to the University's
Statement of Faith which is, in essence, as set out below, and be in

harmony with (To "be in harmony with" means that the Board
member will abide by and not speak against the concepts
contained in these documents, even if the Board member does not

assent to those concepts.)the University's Community Lifestyle
Statement and the Friends Faith - What Friends Believe as set

forth in NWYMFC's Faith and Practice:"- and is followed by the

University's 10-point Statement of Faith
11

Several Friends raised questions about the proposal, which led to
significant discussion. After much discussion, the GFU proposal
for the by-laws was approved. See attached GFU proposal
(Appedix D).

Tuesday, July 23, 2019, 9:15 am.

Approximate attendance: 150

Preceding meeting for business, Brockie Follett spoke at 8:10
about principles of"growing younger" churches: fueling a warm
community,taking Jesus' message seriously, and being the best
neighbor.

9. Clerk Brad Holton quieted talkative Friends (people like each

other!) and opened the meeting for business with prayer.
10. Robin Baker, President of GFU,reported on the state of the
university. He introduced Roger Nam,Dean of George Fox

Seminary. Dr. Nam said that the mission ofthe seminary is to
serve the evangelical churches, and he described several initiatives
to connect with churches. After some years of depressed

enrollment, the seminary enrollment has rebounded strongly.

Roger thanked Friends for their strong affirmation of women in
ministry and spiritual formation—two emphases of the seminary
that have helped recruit students.

Dr. Baker recounted highlights of the recent year, illustrating a
recent theme,"stand tall." A new dorm, Newlin Hall, will open

this fall. GFU will begin a new Physician's Assistant program,
which will be housed with the Physical Therapy program in a new
building near Newberg Providence Hospital. GFU is increasingly
12

connected with local churches in Newberg.
One Friend expressed concern relative to the university, i.e. the
high cost of college and the desire to increase faculty pay. Dr.
Baker answered particular questions. The future of the university
will be different, as it has to find ways to stem the rise in tuition
costs.

11. Lana Thurston reported for the nominating committee(new
nominees absented themselves during discussion.
New nominations:

Youth and Young Adults: Lauralee Franklin (City's Edge), Keith
Reeser(Newberg), Kevin Vanderbeek (Greenleaf), Nathaniel
Vanderploeg(Rose Valley)
Global Outreach: Jonelle Liddell (Peninsula), Dorothy Sherman
(Clackamas Park)

Christian Education: Marilyn Harmon(Newberg)
Local Outreach: Dan Banham (City's Edge), Rich Miller
(Sherwood), Mike Slothower(River of Life), Mark Thompson
(Newberg)
Faith and Practice Revision Committee: Mark Franklin (City's

Edge), Cathie Jo Sturdevant(Newberg)
These nominations were approved.
YM Officers: Ken Redford (Meridian)for Presiding Clerk(one

year term)and George Crosiar(Rosedale)for Assistant Presiding
Clerk (three year term). These nominations were announced
Monday to give Friends time to consider them. Discussion arose
whether Ken Redford, who is well qualified to serve as clerk,
might be overextended as pastor and clerk. A Meridian Friend,
involved in leadership in that church, recounted the local church
leadership's discernment process regarding Ken's nomination; she
13

and other leadership ofthe church endorsed Ken's ability to do
both jobs. Extended discussion ensued.
We took an abbreviated break at 10:18.

12. Resuming business meeting at 10:35, several Friends spoke in
support of the nomination of George Crosiar for Assistant Clerk.
The nomination of George Crosiar for Assistant Presiding Clerk
was approved. After several affirmations of the nominating

process(and loud appreciation for the work of Brad Holton as
clerk), and endorsements of Ken Bedford's abilities, the
nomination of Ken Redford as Presiding Clerk was approved.
13. Richard Sartwell reported for the Faith and Practice Revision
Committee. The Committee proposes the following change to
Faith and Practice. This is the second reading for the proposal,
which removes reference to Barclay Press in Faith and Practice.
NWYM Administrative Council Minute 18-114 recommends to

the Faith and Practice Committee "that references to Barclay
Press be removed from F & P." In response to that
recommendation the Faith and Promise Committee presents the
following changes for the action of the Representatives:

• Paragraph 7.08.13 under the responsibilities of the Board of
Communications currently reads: "Promote Friends publications,
books, and Barclay Press resources."

• We propose this paragraph be changed to read: "Promote
publications, books, and other resources compatible with the
mission of Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends and the
statements comprising'WHAT FRIENDS BELIEVE'."
• Paragraph 7.08.14 under the responsibilities of the Board of
Communications currently reads: "Identify ways to further
support the ministry of Barclay Press."
• We propose this paragraph be omitted.

• On page 91 of the printed version of Faith and Practice, under
14

the Section entitled "Organizations Serving Northwest Yearly
Meeting", Barclay Press is included with this language:
"Originally founded by Northwest Yearly Meeting, Barclay Press
is a not-for-profit publishing house serving evangelical Friends
through online and print communication. It is governed by a selfperpetuating board of directors."
• We propose the listing of Barclay Press and this description be
omitted.

Friends rose to question the proposal, citing appreciation for
Barclay Press publications such as Fruit of the Vine and
Illuminate. Several Friends commented on various publications
of Barclay Press, including on-line opinions in conflict with the
position of the YM in regard to human sexuality. Extended
discussion ensued.

The first two paragraphs of the proposal were approved. There
seemed to be no consensus on the third paragraph. Some Friends
affirmed that publications of BP (such as Fruit of the Vine and
others) were useful to NWYM.The meeting instructed the Faith
and Practice Revision Committee to revisit that paragraph, and the
Administrative Council will appoint a task force to explore
NWYM's relationship with Barclay Press and make a
recommendation regarding this third proposal.

14. Betty Jo Steele led us in a brief memorial service,
remembering Friends who died since last yearly meeting.
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Wednesday, July 24,2019, 9:02 am.
Approximate attendance: 130

Before our meeting for worship(8:00 am), Brockie Follett,
Director of Kaleo, presented more principles ofgrowing younger
(for churches). After Brockie's talk, we took a "standing break"
to allow meeting for business to begin promptly.
15. Clerk Brad Holton called the meeting to order, leading us in
prayer.

16. Phil McLain presented the name of Jan Geil, Vancouver
Friends, as nomination by Elders for Administrative Council.
The nomination of Jan Geil to Administrative Council was

approved.
17. Dan Cammack,Executive Director of Evangelical Friends
Mission, presented Matthew Zoller, who has joined the EFM
team. Matt grew up in NWYM and has many years' experience
as a missionary. Exciting things are happening with Evangelical
Friends Mission. Dan invited Friends to attend the EFM

workshop in the afternoon. See attached EFM report(Appendix

E). The various evangelical yearly meetings, with one exception,
have placed their mission work under the umbrella of EFM. Dan
expects the final yearly meeting to join in 2020.
18. Ron Mulkey reported for the Board of Global Outreach. See
attached written BOGO report(Appendix F). Ron read an
addendum to the report, explaining that the Board ofGlobal
Outreach has moved supervision of Elizabeth Todd's work (in
Ramallah)to another organization. Paraclete. The Board strongly
endorses Elizabeth's work. Financial support of Elizabeth Todd's
work should be directed through Paraclete Ministry. NWYM's
work in the Middle East and North Africa is now closed. Ron

invited Friends to attend today's mission luncheon to learn more.
16
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19. Brad Holton led us in prayer for EFM and Dan Cammack in
particular, given that EFM has doubled in size in the last year, as
various YMs have moved their work to EFM.

20. We welcomed representatives from our NWYM camps. Jacob
Newton prompted the reps with questions: What is something
exciting happening? How can your camp/school connect with the
mission of the YM going forward?
Brad Holton represented Quaker Hill (see Appendix G). Dennis

Littlefield reported for Tilikum (see Appendix H), Ken Beebe for
Twin Rocks(see Appendix I), and Karl and Liz Seume for Quaker
Cove(see Appendix J). Bev Chapman joined the camp reps to
report for Greenleaf Friends Academy (see Appendix K).
It was clear that God is doing good things in these ministries.
New and unexpected openings have expanded the work at our
camps and GFA.

Camps offer places for Friends to try out new vision. The camps
intentionally connect summer staff positions with church youth
positions. Internships at camps help create church leaders. GFA
deliberately grooms students for Christian leadership, not only for
Friends churches but also for other denominations.

Jacob Newton,speaking as a youth minister, praised camps as a
wonderful tool for moving children to commit their lives to
Christ.

Jim Le Shana led the assembly in prayer for the camp and school
representatives.

21. Debbie Harrison reported for the Administrative Council. The
AC, which includes the General Superintendent and Financial
Director, meets regularly. The AC is empowered to act for the
YM between oir official sessions.
17

The AC approved certain nominations during the year for some
Boards.

The AC has noticed that some organizational portions of Faith and
Practice are out of date. George Crosiar has led efforts to update
these sections, and the AC will make recommendations to the
Faith and Practice Revision Committee.

The Friendsview Retirement Community is an independent
organization. The F&P will need to be corrected to reflect our
actual relationship with Friendsview.

The AC continues to monitor financial elements of our separation
from Sierra-Cascades YM. See attached AC report(Appendix L).
A Friend shared a concern: Can the AC inform representatives of
upcoming AC decisions during the year? Debbie acknowledged

the presence of new presiding clerk and assistant presiding clerk
in the meeting. They may give attention to this concern.

22. Cindy Johnson, Newberg Friends, reported for the Board of
Congregational Care (see Appendix M). The Board wishes to
honor Friends marriages of 50 years with gifts.
Jerry and Sally Kingery
Sam and Margaret Hiskey
Dick and Linda Sartwell
John and Linda Edwards

Gordon and Cleta Crisman

Flal and Nancy Thomas
Ron and Nancy Woodward
Ken and Anne Howe(60 years!)

Cindy also read a list of births in the yearly meeting.
Congratulations! We have gifts for these families too.
18

(If Friends know of other 50 year marriages or new births in their
congregations, please communicate with the YM office.)
Break

23. Debbie Harrison reported for the Visioning Task Force. (This
report was shared earlier at area meetings. Debbie's report today
is a brief recap.) Debbie thanked the persons who served on the
task force. The task force met with groups in the yearly meeting
in fall 2017 and throughout 2018. The task force will continue to
work through 2020. The task force helped with the general
superintendent search, changes in YM workshops, communication
channels, and other matters. This year the task force will look at
area structure. The area business meetings are not working well;
the task force anticipates recommending changes to the area
structure to YM in 2020. The task force will also look at possible
changes in yearly meeting schedule. See Debbie's overheads
(Appendix N).

24. Wendee Lewis reported for the Board of Youth and Young
Adults. They have faced difficult challenges because some
members ofthe past Board have left. The Board concentrated this
year on Summit Conference,camps, and youth yearly meeting.
Samuel School 1 & 2 were combined. With eight new board
members, the Board is encouraged to envision and pursue new
goals.

Keith Reeser, Newberg Friends, described Board thinking about
different levels of youth ministry: with kids who are not yet

Christians(seekers), for young people committed to Jesus (faith
development), and for those who are moving into leadership.
Keith invited Friends to give input on youth ministry by writing
ideas on white boards that will be available on campus today.

Clyde Thomas,Newberg Friends, reported on this year's youth
yearly meeting. Students on campus this week are enthusiastic
19
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about intergenerational connections in churches. Clyde urged
churches to send names oflocal youth workers(notjust pastors)

to him (see report in Appendix O)
25. Rich Miller, Board of Leadership Development and
Enrichment(see Appendix P), presented Roy Lujan as a candidate

for recording in NWYM. Rich interviewed Roy about his life
story, his family, and his calling as a minister. The meeting
approved the recording of Roy Lujan as a minister ofthe gospel.
Rich led us in prayer of blessing on Roy and his family. (Roy's
wife, Joy, is also a minister ofthe gospel.)

26. Roy Lujan and Pete Faville, Board of Local Outreach,
introduced Dan and Mindy Bums of Destiny Friends, a ministry

point for 19 years. After much work. Destiny Friends is ready to
be recognized as a local church in the YM. Destiny Friends
Church's status as a local church was joyfully approved.

27. Brad Holton invited board clerks to the platform for the

purpose of entertaining questions. Debbie Harrison asked the
various clerks to introduce themselves and identify their boards.
Insert board clerks names. Brad asked each clerk to identify some

aspect oftheir work they are excited about. Clerks mentioned
healing in the yearly meeting, leadership training, thankfulness for

1

new members(and the continuing need for new members!), board
members from all parts ofthe yearly meeting, new people who are

(1

responding to God's call to ministry, and our full partnership with
Evangelical Friends Mission. The clerks used the opportunity to
invite Friends to join them in the various ministries of the boards.
Debbie Harrison led the meeting in prayer for the board clerks and
the work of the boards.

28. Jacob Newton, Board of Communication, read a draft ofthe
YM epistle. The final version will be approved by the AC at a
later time. (See attached YM epistle in Appendix Q).
20

29. Jim Le Shana asked Brad Holton and Debbie Harrison (with
their spouses, Laura Holton and Phil Harrison)to join him on the

platform. Jim asked that the yearly meeting minute our
appreciation for Brad and Debbie's work over recent years. This
was approved with enthusiasm. On behalf ofthe AC,Jim
presented Brad and Debbie with small gifts.
30. The 127th session of Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends
adjourned to meet at midyear sessions, January 24-25, 2020 and in
its annual sessions, July 19-22, 2020.

21
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Appendix A|Representatives Training

Representatives are KEY

•
•

Building a strong connectedness among our churches
Helping to develop and sustain our shared vision of God's
calling
Church Representatives Basics
•

Each local church (monthly meeting) may name two
representatives
• Additional representatives may be named for every 50
members after the first 100(eg: 150 members=3
representatives, 200 members= 4 representatives)
• Representatives attend annual sessions (July) and midyear
boards(Jan)

Church Representatives Basics - As representative, you are the
official local church recipient ofand giver of information to yearly
meeting
•

KEY CONCEPT #1 WHAT TO KNOW

•

•

Understand the ministries, priorities, and concerns of
your local church - attend your local church business
meeting
Have some understanding of the gifts and passions of
local church members to help connect them with

opportunities to serve at ym level, where appropriate
•

KEY CONCEPT #1 WHAT TO KNOW

•

Have a good general understanding of NWYM Faith
and Practice

•

• do you have a copy?
Understand the yearly meeting nominating process
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•

Have a general understanding ofthe organization of
the yearly meeting in order to direct
concerns/questions
• current knowledge of yearly meeting staff and
officers?

KEY CONCEPT #1 WHAT TO KNOW

Be knowledgeable of upcoming yearly meeting
business items in order to seek the discernment of the
local church

•

be sure the ym office has your correct contact
info

•

Good general understanding of who our churches are
do you have a copy of yearly meeting minutes
each year?

KEY CONCEPT #2 COMMUNICATION

•
•

/ Actively inform your local church about yearly
meeting events, programs and priorities
Bulletins, newsletters, monthly meetings, bulletin
boards, committees

•

/ Yearly Meeting Connection
•

read it, share it

KEY CONCEPT #2 COMMUNICATION

•
•

Attend local church business meetings
Work with local clerk to provide opportunity to
consider ym business

•

support your local meeting in it's discernment
in yearly meeting concerns -if appropriate,
communicate concerns/matters to yearly
meeting

KEY CONCEPT #2 COMMUNICATION

•

•
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/ Actively inform yearly meeting office of your local
church events, ministries, and programs
/ Keep Updated on NWYM website

•

/Be sure the ym office has your contact information

•

/ Talk nicely about your yearly meeting

correct

KEY CONCEPT #2 COMMUNICATION

•
•

Basic Truth; Communication is a two way street
New Basic Truth: Communication is a super highway

KEY CONCEPT #3 - PARTICIPATION

•
•

Pray Ahead
Be Prepared

•

Be in Attendance

•

Take advantage of opportunities for training

KEY CONCEPT #3 - PARTICIPATION

•

Faithfully carrying the views and concerns of your
local church

•

holding views lightly, heart open to God's leading

•

Understand the Discernment Process

•

will sometimes require some time

•
•

people will need to hear and be heard
putting aside personal agenda for God's agenda

KEY CONCEPT #4 - SUPPORT

•

>'Pray for the yearly meeting and its leaders

•

^'Talk with other yearly meeting representatives Seek to know and Be Known

•

>-WORK to build loving relationships among
individuals and churches

•
•

>'Encourage other church members to know,
understand, and support ym
Work is not done to carry an individual agenda

•

>> Work is done to listen, discern, and carry out God's

agenda for NWYM
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Appendix B
|
Superintendent's Report
|Jim Le Shana
Welcome to the 2019 Annual Sessions ofNorthwest Yearly

Meeting of Friends Church!

As you may know, I have been in my role as General
Superintendent ofNWYM for something less than one year(the

position was approved last summer, but I didn't begin serving
until later in the fall). Although I am relatively new to this role, 1
have been close enough to the issues over the past few years and

served long enough here in the Northwest to join you in
thankfulness for the Lord's goodness, sustaining help, and
blessing on our leaders, individual churches, and our entire family
of churches.

Two of my main priorities this year have been to meet with each
of our pastors(and other leaders) in face-to-face meetings and
conversations, and to visit a different church every weekend (two

tasks 1 came close to accomplishing). I have enjoyed many
breakfasts, lunches, dinners, and coffee meetings on top of
worshipping with many of you (and I look forward to visiting

every church in the days ahead)! The most common words that I
have heard during these past months are "hopeful" and "hope" as
it relates to NWYM. Several churches who formerly were not

contributing to NWYM have begun to give. Others are

participating in other ways — in area meetings, on boards, and
many aspects ofservice. God has been faithful and I believe He is
preparing us for something more! My report below highlights just
a few things that may be of interest, but I encourage you to read
the balance ofthe written reports in this folder to catch a glimpse
ofsome ofthe things that the Lord is doing in our midst!
Looking Back:
•
Staff: The Lord has blessed us with many people who

serve in volunteer roles of ministry in NWYM! Countless people
continue to give sacrificially of their time and talents in our
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churches, camps, educational institutions, on our boards, and in
many other ways. I am thankful for each one(and for Lana
Thurston and our Nominating Committee who attempt to help us
get the right people into the right areas of ministry for the Yearly
Meeting). I am also especially thankful for our paid staff:
Elizabeth Eicon (Office Manager and my Assistant in many
ways), Janelle Nordyke (Director of Finance and Development),
and Tonya Comfort(Bookkeeper). We have also had two interns
this year: Joseph Harrison (during the school year), and Daria
Brandt(during the summer). They have all been of great help to
me, and they are serving you wholeheartedly and well!
•

Churches: NWYM is filled with churches and leaders who

are serving the Lord and who desire to do so with increased
health, effectiveness, and fruitfiilness. Based on my visits and
conversations this past year, I see great potential and many
possibilities for the days ahead. A few of our churches face(or
have faced)some particular challenges related to issues such as
changing demographics,financial concerns, or leadership needs.
Of course, with every challenge comes an opportunity to trust
God and watch Him work - and that has been true this year.

During the past year, two churches have hired new lead pastors
(Homedale - Scott and Kim Morin; New Life - Dave and Renee
White), while at least two hired a new youth pastor(Caldwell -

Melynda Lujan; Sherwood - Josiah Muhr). At the moment,four
churches remain without lead pastors(Boise, East Hill, Rosedale,

McKinley Hill), allowing others in the congregation to serve in
various ways.

•
Area Meetings: During the past five months, we held eight
area meetings throughout NWYM. Each session provided a time
for people in our churches to meet personally with the "new
superintendent" along with the Presiding Clerk(Brad Holton) and
Assistant Presiding Clerk (Debbie Harrison). These meetings also
allowed for an update on the "visioning process" and action steps
taken by the Visioning Task Force along with a training

experience in "Hospitality: Creating the Environment for Healthy
Growth." In addition, a survey of potential future equipping
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topics was completed by over 160 people, providing helpful
guidance for our planning offuture area meetings and also this
summer's Yearly Meeting sessions(several ofthe highest chosen
topics from the survey are being offered as Equipping Workshops
this week).
•
World Missions; Last Fall, the Board of Global Outreach
(BoGO)followed through on the decisions made at last summer's

annual sessions, proposing to Evangelical Friends Mission that
they become our official sending agency. Not only was this
proposal accepted enthusiastically, but they also accepted our
Teaching Abroad(TA)China program as one oftheir official
mission "fields." The transitions have moved smoothly thus far

(thanks especially to Ron Mulkey and Dan Cammack), as well as
several other changes. Among them,the shift of Elizabeth Todd
from a NWYM missionary to serving with STEP International,
concludes at these annual meetings. I was also pleased to

participate with the team that represented NWYM at the
Centennial Celebration of Bolivia Yearly Meeting last April.
Each of these three groups (Bolivia team, EFM,and Elizabeth

Todd) will present reports at our new Missions Meals during
lunchtimes this week. We are blessed to be a part ofa Yearly
Meeting that is committed to do our part to fulfill the Great
Commission around the world!

•
Home Missions: Many of our churches are praying and
considering how they can reach people for Christ in their
communities. Last August, sixteen leaders from NWYM attended
the National Friends Church Multiplication Conference at Barclay
College in Kansas. At least one pastor has asked me to challenge
him and his church to start a new church! At our Pastor's

Conference in April, the theme was "Building Bridges," which
also symbolizes the connections that many of our churches desire
to make with the unchurched. The Board of Local Outreach

(BoLO),thanks especially to Roy Lujan and Peter Faville, has
been working with our Ministry Points to become full Local
Churches. Eleven steps must be completed, and one has finished
that process and is up for final approval this week (Destiny) while
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another is taking steps toward that goal(New Life).
•
Camps: One of the greatest treasures of NWYM are the
camps we steward. It is a blessing when one region has one
effective camp that also understands its missional purpose - but
we have FOUR ofthem! Each of our camps is managed by
directors of high character, vision, dedication, and noteworthy
ability. I am thankful to have recently completed personal visits
to each of these camps(I was at Quaker Hill the year before
taking this position, the others all in the last few weeks). I hope
you will read their reports elsewhere in this packet! You will be
inspired!
•
Educational Institutions: George Fox University and
Greenleaf Friends Academy represent two additional blessings for
NWYM as they train people(men/women and boys/girls,
respectively) to follow Jesus while pursuing their various
academic goals with excellence. You will want to read their
reports fully. They are doing fine work for the Kingdom and we
need to support them!
•
Challenge Goal: Last July, the Board of Elders issued a

"challenge" for each family to contribute $1,000 beyond our
regular giving, to support the ministries of NWYM and help us to
finish the 2019 year in the black. So far, over $40,000 has been
given to meet the goal of$105,000, with another six months to go.
That is a great start (since oftentimes donations increase at the end
ofthe year). Thank you for your prayers about this! We have
been meeting our budget needs so far through holding our
spending in several ways and through your generosity! Thank
you!

Looking Forward: As I have travelled and met with many in our
Yearly Meeting this past year, I have sensed a growing awareness
ofthe needs around us and the opportunities we have to make a
difference for Christ. As one ofour workshops this week reminds
us. Prayer is the Key to Revival! Nothing significant happens
unless God's people pray. With that in mind,some things I invite
you to pray about with me for the future include:
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•

Existing Churches: We want to help all of our existing

churches to be effective, healthy, growing, and vital -reaching

and teaching people to be faithful followers ofJesus Christ.
Please pray to that end!
•
New Churches: The mission field is all around us. We
remain one ofthe most unchurched regions in the country. There
are tens ofthousands of men, women,boys, and girls who need to
know Jesus and who aren't involved in any home church yet, and
it takes all kinds of churches to reach all kinds of people. Please

pray that the Lord will help us to start a number ofnew churches
in the years ahead, and that He would add to our sense of urgency
to do so! At least one prospective church planter has approached

us recently about starting a church in the NW,and the
International Friends Church Multiplication Conference is coming
November 11-13,2020!
•
New Leaders: We are thankful for all of our current

leaders(as stated previously)! But... we need more! This was
one ofJesus' prayer requests to us - to pray that the Lord would
send out workers into His harvest field, because "the harvest is

plentiful but the workers are few"(Matthew 9:37-38)! We need
more Friends of every age and stage of life who are ready (or

willing to learn how)to serve as pastors, missionaries, church
planters, and church leaders! Among other reasons, it takes all
kinds of pastors to start all kinds of churches to reach all kinds of
people!
•
Youth and Young Adults: We are thankful that Brockie

Follette is introducing us to the "Growing Young" research. Pray
that the Lord will help us all to learn the keys to reaching,

keeping, training, and releasing young men and women to be
faithful followers of Jesus in and through our current and future
churches!

Future Training/Growth: We want to continue to learn and

grow. The opportunities to do so together in our local churches,
in area meetings, and as a larger group abound. While some of
the "top" training topics from a recent survey are being offered
this week, several others remain, such as "Leading a Church to
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Change: How to Move Forward Together Toward a Preferred
Future." Encouragingly, most people said that they were "very
likely" to attend a workshop in which they had indicated an
interest. Thank you for praying as I plan to revisit each area in the
months ahead for additional times oftraining, inspiration, and
fellowship!
•
New NWYM Staff: Prior to my arrival, the NWYM
leadership decided that we would hire at least one (if not two)
additional ministry staff, serving under the Superintendent to
fulfill important needs. Please pray for the right timing, the right
personnel, and the necessary resources to accomplish God's
vision for our future.

Faithful Generosity: It is still true that "God's work done
in God's way" will not "lack God's supply." Having said that. He
asks us to be stewards of all that He has given to us, both as
individually and as churches. To fulfill God's purposes for us, we
need to continue to give generously and sacrificially. For the
2020 budget, an additional $90,000 needs to be given beyond our

anticipated income in a new version ofthe "Challenge Goal"(it

may have another name). It would also greatly help us ifsome
churches who have given the same amount for several years,
would increase their contribution to support NWYM for 2020.

Looking Personally and Thankfully: This past year has been one
of great transitions for NWYM,but also for me and my family.
Thank you for your gracious patience with me as I learn how to be
an effective Superintendent. I'm also thankful for the mentorship
of Chuck Mylander(a friend and former Superintendent)! Thank

you especially to those who have prayed with us for our son,
Jason(who is in the middle of a difficult recovery from cancer
surgery and faces additional treatment/surgery for another
sarcoma in the future). Please continue to pray with us for Jason,
his wife Stephanie, and their three little boys (Elijah, Micah, and
Jude). For much of this past year, Jeanine has needed to live outof-state to care for our grandchildren. We are thankful that she
has been here for several consecutive weeks and that the Lord has
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provided us with a house in Newberg. Our other children
(Jonathan and his wife, Amelia, Jared, and Joy)are doing well and
our youngest(Joy)has followed in her older brother's(Jared's)
footsteps to work on the staff this summer at Twin Rocks! We are
thankful to be on this Great Adventure with you,seeking to have a
"Fresh Vision" ofthe Lord, ourselves, and ofthe world around us.
We continue to feel called, committed, and convinced that our

best days together in NWYM are still ahead!
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Appendix C |Treasurer's Report
|
Janelle Nordyke

The NWYM 2018 Financial Statements were reviewed by Kem &

Thompson, Certified Public Accountants, in Portland, OR. Their
conclusion was ..Based on our review, we are not aware of any
material modifications that should be made to the accompanying
financial statements in order for them to be in accordance with

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America." In other words, two thumbs up!

Included in this report are summary tables illustrating the financial
results and fund balances for 2018. Detailed reports are available
upon request from the yearly meeting office.

The pie charts summarize 2018 income and expenses by dollar
and percent by board. Total income to boards was below budget
at $800,527. Included in income was the planned allocation of the
Ministry Fund to boards totaling $59,776 with an additional
transfer from the Ministry Fund of$20,602 to cover the net deficit
balance of the boards at the end of the year. This represents a
reduction of$6,600 and $29,300, respectively, from the previous
year.

Local Church Support fell approximately $80,000 from the prior

year to $279,366 which was only $1,412 below budget. This
reduction was anticipated from the result ofthe reorganization of
NWYM on June 30, 2018. Local Church Support payments
continued to represent 35% of total income in 2018.

Total 2018 income from individual giving was $400,558,
inclusive ofrestricted and unrestricted contributions. This was the

largest source ofincome at approximately 50% of total income.
Restricted giving, coming from individuals and churches, supports
specific ministries, such as Friends Serving Abroad, Teachers
Abroad,seminary scholarships, local outreach efforts. Youth
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Challenged programs and other vital ministries as directed. The
use of restricted funds in 2018 was $227,709. Unrestricted gifts

(i

of$172,849 were used to fund general expenses where needed
within those boards to which they were directed.
(I

Total expenditures for boards during 2018 were $800,527. This
was $20,602 more than board income which required the
additional drawdown from the Ministry Fund. Total expenditures
were approximately $61,000 under budget. Included in total
expenditures is unbudgeted expenditures which were paid for

through restricted giving. These expenses included Friends
Traveling in Service, short term overseas trips. Youth Challenged
programs and church match scholarships.
The 2018 ending balance ofthe Ministry Fund(MF)was
$1,109,261, a $154,141 decrease from 2017. This decrease
included the transferring a portion ofthe MF in the amount of

$114,358 to Sierra Cascades Yearly Meeting, the new yearly
meeting formed by the reorganization of NWYM. Also included

in the decrease was the planned decision to use approximately
$20,600 in additional MF resources to fund yearly meeting
ministries. The market was not kind to NWYM investments at the

end of the calendar year, causing the ending value ofthe Ministry
Fund to lose overall by $44,855. However,the market recovered
from the fall in January and February.

Total designated and restricted fund balances for all boards and

Ministry Fund were $1,921,889. This represents a net reduction
of almost $200,000, referenced by the significant reduction in the
Ministry Fund.
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$ 80,378 (10%)

! Transfers from Ministry Fund:

$227,709 (28%)

1 Restricted & Designated Gifts used
for Ministry:

$ 29,575 (4%)

I Fee Income:

$ 10,650 (1%)

B Investment Income:

$ 279,366 (35%)

■ Local Church Support:

$ 172,849 (22%)

■ Contributions to boards:

2018 Actual Income & Transfers

U)

cn

Christian Ed. & Discipleship: $ 35,524 (5%)

$ 41,543 (5%)

$ 43,422 (5%
I Communications:

B Congregational Care:

$ 67,759 (9%)

$ 33,934 (4%;

$ 55,563 (7%)

$ 82,322 (10%)

$ 223,292 (28%)

I Leadership Development:

■ Elders:

I Youth & Young Adults:

■ Local Outreach:

I Global Outreach;

I Personnel & Administration: $ 217,168 (27%)

2018 Actual General Fund Expenses by Board
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George Fox University Proposal
RECOMMENDATION TO MODIFY "FRIENDS"

PERCENTAGE REQUIREMENT ON GEORGE FOX
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Note: The Bylaws of George Fox University require the approval
of the Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church for any
change to the Bylaws "affecting the relationship with Northwest
Yearly Meeting of Friends Church."
The George Fox University Bylaws currently require that foursevenths ofthe Board be members of good standing of the Friends
Church and of these, at least two-thirds be members of Northwest
Yearly Meeting.

The University's Board of Trustees appreciates and values greatly
the relationship between the University and Northwest Yearly
Meeting. The University was founded by Friends in the Newberg
area to develop Christian young people, both Friends and nonFriends, to become leaders in ministry and secular vocations. The
Christian mission ofthe university, we believe, is enhanced by the
involvement of NWYM in the selection and make-up of its Board.

The University's Committee on Trustees is increasingly
challenged to identify qualified applicants as new trustees and
also meet the four-sevenths Friends ratio. In the next several

years a number of Friends Board members will retire from
service. There is a need to recruit younger trustees and the Board

has expressed its desire to improve the composition ofthe Board
with more women, broader ethnic diversity, significant donors,

and broader professional backgrounds. Finding Friends who are
willing to serve and have the gifts needed to govern an institution
ofthe size of the University is a constant challenge. Many

capable Friends do not live in the local area, and it is difficult for
people who live at some distance to be actively engaged in the
work ofthe Committees and the Board that is necessary to

properly govern the University.
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As a result, and in response to the Yearly Meeting's request for
modification of this proposal, the University's Board of Trustees
at its full Board Meeting on October 19-20,2018, approved a
proposed change to the current four-sevenths Friends ratio,
modifying it to 51% being Friends Board Members. Ofthe

required number of Friends Board Members, at least 51% will be
members of Northwest Yearly Meeting. This will provide

additional flexibility in finding capable new Board members to fill
gaps in expertise on the Board, while still requiring a majority of
Friends on the Board. Importantly, Northwest Yearly Meeting
would continue to approve(or disapprove)all new and

reappointed Trustees to the Board.
The GFU Board respectfully requests that the Yearly Meeting
affirm that the revised changes are acceptable.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO BYLAWS,GEORGE FOX
UNIVERSITY

1. Article IV, Section 1(b), Friends Board Member Requirement.

Changes the test to 51%

(from 4/7ths) ofthe total GFU Board members and defines what
a "Friends Board member"
means.

2. Article FV, Section 1(b), Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends
Church Board Member Requirement. Changes the test to 51%

(from 2/3rds)of the required number of Friends Board members
and provides a new definition as to what a"NWYMFC Board
member" means that is parallel with the Friends Board member
definition as described above.
RECOMMENDED NEW LANGUAGE:

BYLAWS OF GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY, ARTICLE IV:
MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOARD

Section 1. Composition of the Board

b. At the time that new members of the Board are approved, at
least 51% ofthe total number of members of the Board, including
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the new members being approved, will be affiliated with a Friends
Church (by membership in a Friends Church, by affirmation that
they are part ofthe congregation if the church does not use a
membership process, or by affirming that they identify with the
Friends Church but by reason of distance are unable to attend one)
(a "Friends Board member"). Ofthe required number of Friends
Board members, at least 51% will be, at the time that new

members of the Board are approved, affiliated with a church in the
YEARLY MEETING (by membership, by affirmation they are
part of the congregation if the church does not use a membership
process, or by affirming that they identify with a church in the
NWYMFC but by reason of distance are unable to attend that
church)(a"NWYMFC Board member").
RECOMMENDATION TO CLARIFY BELIEF

EXPECTATIONS OF GEORGE FOX LTNIVERSITY BOARD
MEMBERS

BACKGROUND:

Note: The Bylaws of George Fox University require the approval
of the Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church for any
change to the Bylaws "affecting the relationship with Northwest
Yearly Meeting of Friends Church."
The George Fox University Bylaws require that "All nominees for
Trustees shall be in harmony with the Northwest Yearly Meeting
of Friends Church's Faith and Practice and the University's
statement of faith which is, in essence, as follows:"- and is

followed by the University's 10-point Statement of Faith.
This Statement of Faith is broadly descriptive of orthodox

Christian teachings about God,the Bible, salvation and the role of
the church, among other things.

Members ofthe University's Board feel that the language ofthis
Bylaw needs to be strengthened to require Board nominees to
affirmatively assent to the University's Statement ofFaith,
safeguarding that each board member will be a committed
Christian. At the same time, the Board determined that a
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definition of the "in harmony with" requirement would also be
helpful in assuring that the Friends' perspective is maintained (as
stated in the "Friends Faith-What Friends Believe" section of

Faith and Practice), while not requiring all Board members to be
Friends. The addition of"in harmony with the University's
Community Lifestyle Statement" reflects current board practice
while also emphasizing its importance.
RECOMMENDATION;

The George Fox University Board of Trustees approved the
following language at its full board meeting on March 9, 2019 and
respectfully requests the approval of Northwest Yearly Meeting in
place ofthat set out above:
"All nominees for Trustees shall assent to the University's
Statement of Faith which is, in essence, as set out below, and be in
harmony with(To "be in harmony with" means that the Board
member will abide by and not speak against the concepts
contained in these documents, even if the Board member does not

assent to those concepts.)the University's Community Lifestyle
Statement and the Friends Faith - What Friends Believe as set

forth in NWYMFC's Faith and Practice:" - and is followed by the
University's 10-point Statement of Faith

I To "be in harmony with" means that the Board member will

abide by and not speak against the concepts contained in these
documents, even if the Board member does not assent to those
concepts.
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Appendix E|Evangelical Friends Mission Report
How can you be involved in what God is doing through
Evangelical Friends Mission?

Who is Evangelical Friends Mission(EFM)and why does it
exist? EFM is the global missions arm of Evangelical Friends in
North America. It has existed since 1963. The yearly
meetings/regions who are currently part of this joint effort are:
• Alaska Yearly Meeting
• Northwest Yearly Meeting
• Evangelical Friends Church Southwest
• Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting
• Evangelical Friends Church -Mid America Yearly Meeting
• Evangelical Friends Church - Eastern Region
• Iowa Yearly Meeting (Associate Member)
Where in the world is EFM located? Please refer to our two-

sided "Igniting the Hope" handout that accompanies this update
for a detailed map of where we are working.
What is God doing through EFM?
The following story was shared by our friends in Bangladesh.
Luthfa Begam was bom and brought up in a Muslim family. She
and Mafliza, worked at the same NGO. Mafuza Begam received

Christ through the ministry of Friends two years ago. After
becoming a believer, people found changes in Maftiza's life. One

day Luthfa told Mafuza,"What happen to you? I see big changes
in your life. What is the matter?" Mafuza asked her,"What
changes have you found in me?""Lots of changes," Luthfa
replied. "You are not easily angered, you always smile, and I see
a great joy within you. What is the secret?" Mafuza smiled and
told her,"Isa (Jesus)came into my life and changed everything.
Please visit my house and I will tell more about Isa!""Yes
indeed," replied Luthfa.
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Luthfa did visit Mafuza's house with her husband. Mafuza shared

her life testimony with them and told that there is only way to
heaven through Jesus. She also invited them to attend a large
Christian gathering in capital and they attended some Christian
festivals and seminars. Finally, Luthfa and her husband received
Christ. After, however, Luthfa and her husband went through
many persecutions. Even so, Luthfa started a cell group at her
house and teaches illiterate women to read and write. We expect
a church will be planted very soon. Please pray for her family.
How can you be involved?
SUBSCRIBE TO MISSIONARY NEWS:EFM publishes a

monthly prayer letter and missionaries provide news and updates
periodically. Sign up at www.ffiendsmission.com/pray to get the
news you want and help EFM update our new data base. Prayer is
notjust making our requests known to God, it is also giving him
thanks and praise for what he is doing. We invite you to practice
both by praying through the following:
PRAY
Praises

• For lives that are being transformed by the gospel of Jesus
Christ (like that of Luthfa and her family).
• For the two yearly meetings in Nepal that have just completed
their first 25 years. Together they make up EFM's largest mission
field, more than 80 churches and 7,000 believers.

• For Matthew Zoller who was added to EFM's staff in May of

this year as our Director of Operations. Matthew and his family
live near Grand Rapids, Michigan.

• That the restructuring process EFM has been going through
during the last couple of years is ending. One of the last pieces to
be restructured was the EFM board. The board is now a little

smaller while maintaining strong representation from all of the
yearly meetings/regions. At the same time, more attention is
being given to finding people with certain skills to serve on the
board.
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• For the yearly meetings that are choosing to put their
international missions work under the administration of EFM.

Northwest Yearly Meeting took that step in July of last year.
Evangelical Friends Church - Eastern Region is in the midst of

taking it now. Once that is done nearly all the yearly
meeting/regions will have taken this step.
Prayer Requests
• That the Lord of the harvest will send out more workers into the
fields. See the "Go" section that follows.

• Pray for Matthew Zoller as he gives leadership to the formation
of what we are calling "Field Support Teams." These are groups
of volunteers who will be working within EFM's guidelines to
give stronger support to the missionaries and ministries under its
care.

• For Russell and Sarah Badgley and their family as they readjust
to being in Ecuador after a 10-month medical leave. We are very

grateful that their little boy, Matthew,seems to be as healthy as
can be!

• For Molly Morton as we prepare her to qualify for a Minister of
Religion visa for Ireland. Together with Molly we have formed a
plan that includes further studies, more experience in local church
ministry, and more experience with evangelism and discipleship
out in the community. Molly will be based in California until we
sense the time is right to apply for the visa (which we think will
be in 2020).

• For Edwin and Maria Giron, and their son, Edwin Isaac, as they

have wrapped up ten years of ministry in Aguascalientes,
Mexico, and have returned to the U.S. The doors have opened for

them to pastor a church in the States. We are exploring ways that
they can work with EFM to help mobilize Hispanic Friends for
missions.

• For those who will be on deputation during the coming months:
Samson, Priscilla, and Prateek Retnaraj who have been serving in

Nepal; and Albert, Metali, Steven, and Edwin Adhikari who have
been serving in Bangladesh.
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GIVE

EFM is very blessed to have reliable income from the yearly
meetings/regions, local churches, and a host of individuals. Such
giving has enabled us to meet EFM's annual budgets as well as
respond to emergencies and special projects on the fields. Thank
you for your faithful giving!
Reliable income and balanced budgets do not mean that all our
needs are covered, however. Here are some of the giving

opportunities that we invite you to prayerfully consider:
• For many years EFM has been partnering with yearly meetings
in Rwanda, Burundi, and the Congo to train leaders. We see
much fhiit from these training efforts, but as these yearly

meetings continue to grow the need for more leaders also grows.
Income for EFM's yearly contributions to the training has been
dropping off in recent years, so we invite you to help us turn that
trend around this year. You can do so by sending gifts for the
Great Lakes Leadership Training initiatives. The amount needed
for this year is $26,500.

• Two years ago, EFM formed a partnership with Mexico Yearly
Meeting to help them send out their first missionaries, Jaime and
Lupita Leon. Jaime and Lupita are from Aguascalientes, Mexico,
and are currently serving in the state of Sinaloa in northwest
Mexico. Churches and individuals in Mexico Yearly Meeting
made a commitment to cover the Leon's salary. EFM offered to
cover their ministry expenses as well as ongoing training for
missionary service. We could use your help with those expenses.
You can contribute by giving online at

https://catalog.friendsmission.com/projects.
• Much of the growth that EFM has experienced over the years
has been in Asia, right in the middle of a multitude of unreached
people groups. One might think that these exciting ministries are
the easiest ones to fund, but that is not always true. Call our
office at(303)421-8100 for the most recent information on
underfunded fields in Asia to support.

• Whenever our missionaries come to the U.S. for deputation they
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always need to raise funds for their own support and sometimes
for special projects as well. A really good way to encourage the
missionaries is by responding to their requests for both prayer
and financial support. In the next few months you will have the
opportunity to do that for the Adhikari and Retnaraj families.
You can visit all of our missionary pages at
wwwfriendsmission.com/missionaries.

For a full list of our 2019 Projects that you can support, please
visit
GO

The Great Commission of Jesus to go into all the world and
preach the gospel to every creature is a long way from being
finished. There are still three billion people on this earth who
have either never heard the good news or have not heard enough
to make a decision to follow Christ. All hands are still needed on

deck to carry out this commandment.

After years of prayer and consultation with Evangelical Friends
in the U.S. and around the world we believe that the Lord has

placed at least four areas ofthe world on our hearts where he
intends to send missionaries through us. Those four areas are
listed below. Some of the missionaries that will be sent may not
be U.S. citizens, but we believe many ofthem will be.

What areas of the world are we talking about?

There is one EFM missionary family left in Afnca. We've had to
wrestle with the question:"Does this mean that God is done with
EFM in Africa?" As we've prayed and talked about it we've
become convinced that God would have us rebuild our team in

Central Africa. We believe he wants us to be part of keeping the
whole-life discipleship, church planting movement crossing
borders through tools like Discipling for Development. He also
wants us to be part of training African Friends to be missionaries
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to their own continent and beyond. They are sensing that call
already and are asking for our help in responding to it.

The state of Sinaloa is in the northwest part of Mexico and is one
of the areas of that country that has the fewest evangelical
Christians. We Friends have had a tiny foothold there in a village
called Siete Ejidos but have lacked the personnel to make
disciples and plant churches in the surrounding villages and
cities. Thanks be to the Lord, Jaime and Lupita Leon responded
to the call and are working in that area right now. But one
missionary unit is not enough. Who will go and join them in this
work?

About nine years ago the Lord called Russell and Sarah Badgley
and their family to go to the southeast comer of Ecuador and
share the good news of Jesus Christ with an underreached tribe
called the Shuar. In the midst of all the health challenges the
Badgleys have faced their call to reach the Shuar has remained

strong. They are back in Ecuador for the third time and are ready
to give it another go. Who else is supposed to be part of that
work?

According to the Joshua Project, India is the country with the
most unreached people groups in it. More than two thousand! It's
a tough country to get into, and a tough country in which to carry
out the Great Commission, but God still opens doors and sustains
those who are working there for his purposes. M.and K. L.
recently completed their first term pioneering a new work. Who
will step through the next door he opens?

How do you know if God is calling you to serve him overseas?
One way to find out is to accompany Molly Black on her annual
Future-Missionary Trip to Rwanda, Africa. She makes these trips
during the month of June and invites those who are trying to
discern a call to missions to go with her. As a former missionary
with EFM, Molly is delighted to be part of this kind of
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discernment process. Maybe you should go with her next
summer! If you are interested or know of someone who might be,
visit www.friendsmission.com/rwanda-trip for information on

how this year's trip was put together. You can also email Matt
Macy at m a11@fr i en d sm i ssi on.co m.
PRAY. GIVE. GO.

Three ways to be involved in what God is doing through EFM.
Which one(s) will you start putting into practice today?

Dan Cammack

Executive director
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Appendix F|Board of Global Outreach Report
Our purpose and passion is to fuel a worldwide movement of

people who seek first the kingdom of God, planting churches that
live and die to carry out the Great Commission in the spirit ofthe
Great Commandment.

The Board of Global Outreach carries out this mission by stepping
into the role of mobilizing missions with EFM (Evangelical
Friends Missions) as primary agency for Northwest Yearly
Meeting for administrating, supervising and governing global
ministries. We also continue to hold our relationship with our
sister Bolivia and Peru Yearly Meetings as a priority for fulfilling
the Great Commission.

EFM (Evangelical Friends Missions)
At the 2018 November EFM meetings in Wichita, Kansas,the
NWYM minute recommending that EFM become the primary

agency for administrating, supervising and governing global
outreach was presented the EFM Board of Directors. Following

reading of the minute the board enthusiastically received and
approved the recommendation. NWYM Board of Global Outreach
is excited about what God is and will be doing in fulfilling the
Great Commission thru our full partnership with EFM. Pray for
EFM as we seek first God's Kingdom and His righteousness in

carrying out the Great Commission.
A second proposal, adoption of TA China as an EFM ministry,
was presented at the 2018 November EFM meetings. This

proposal was met with great enthusiasm and unanimous approval.
This past year, Dan Cammack has been working closely with the
TA China subcommittee on the transition process of bringing this
work under the governance of EFM. The progress has been good
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and there is still more to be accomplished. I want to thank Dan
and all the TA China subcommittee for their diligent faithful
work.

One of our first tasks as a board was, after consultation with Dan
Cammack(EFM Executive Director), to identify missionaries and

missions that we can immediately give "praying, giving and going
support". We identified 4 family units presently appointed as
EFM missionaries that are from and receive a significant portion

of their present support from NWYM.These families are: David
Thomas(Whole Life Discipleship), Dave and Trisha Howell
(Ireland), Roy and Jinky Twaddell (Philippines) and Russell and
Sarah Badgley(Ecuador). A single flyer with these four families
was developed by EFM staff and distributed to NWYM pastor's
at pastor's conference. The board encourages you to keep these
friends of ours in your prayers, continue your faithful financial
support and consider how God might be directing you to "go into
all the world" with EFM. For more information on our

missionaries: www.friendsmissions.com (video resources that can

be used for individuals, small groups or in worship services as "a
missionary moment").

This past winter and spring, David Howell and his son Jonathan,
traveled to many of our NWYM churches to share about their
work in Ireland. I had the privilege of hearing them share at our
November EFM meetings in Wichita, Kansas and this past spring

at my home church, Netarts Friends. I hope that you and your
church will create time and space for our EFM missionaries to
share with your faith community. The EFM office and our
NWYM office will work to keep you informed when EFM
missionaries will be visiting the northwest.
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This past year, the Badgley family, has been stateside caring for
their son, Matthew. This has been a tiring challenging faith
journey for Russell, Sarah and their children. Prayer groups at
Friendsview Retirement Community and around the country have
kept them in their purposeful faith directed prayers. Praise God,
Badgley's son, Matthew, is doing well and the family has retumed
to Ecuador. Continue your prayers for the Badgley's and others
would answer God's call "to go".
November 6-8, 2019, NWYM will be hosting the EFM board
meetings at Twin Rocks Friends Camp. As part of these meetings,
EFM will be hosting an "Ignite the Hope" banquet in the
Newberg/Portland area on Friday, November 8, 2019. This is a
great opportunity for you to hear, see and be challenged by what
God is doing thru EFM.Place this date on your calendar. More
information will be made available as details are finalized.

Teachers Abroad(TA China and TA Hungary)

Teachers in China,TA China, continue to impact the lives of the

university students at Wuhan University of Technology. Will and
Miranda Allen have effectively served as in country Field
Directors. Their support of our teachers, Daisy Gallegos and

Tiffany Graham has been tremendous. The board is so grateful for
their sacrificial love filled service. Will and Miranda, this past
June, have moved to North Carolina. We,as a board, have

expressed our deep appreciation. We look forward to seeing how
God will work thru Will and Miranda in North Carolina and

hopefully in the future with TA China.
This coming year Daisy Gallegos will be returning for her 3rd
year ofteaching in China. Joining her is Isaac Swan from
Newberg. Isaac graduated from GFU this past spring. We are
thrilled that both ofthese young adults have answered to call to
serve in China. The TA China subcommittee, along with EFM,
look forward to working together in support of these two
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incredible young adults. I want to express the boards appreciation
for Janelle Ralph, Marilyn Harmon,Dorothy Sherman, Chuck
Scott, Adam Carpenter and Dan Cammack,for their faith filled

thoughtful work. Please keep Daisy and Isaac in your prayers. We
are eager to send more teachers to China, pray about this
incredible opportunity ofservice to Jesus.
Karen Swenson,TA in Hungary, completed another academic

year at International Christians School of Budapest,teaching
secondary students of missionary families in science, math and
Advanced Placement courses; tutoring students who need
additional assistance, enrichment, and/or a place to do their

homework; and presenting test preparation workshops - SAT
Workshops and ACT Workshops. Saturday, June 8, was

graduation day. Ofthe 23 seniors, nine had been among the
students who crossed the threshold of her living room/classroom
in this past year. Two had taken AP Physics 1 and seven had
taken AP Psychology. Others had come at various times for
tutoring and/or test preparation. All in all, it was a special time of
celebration. Uphold Karen in your prayers as she continues this

invaluable work partnering with missionary families in making it

possible for children to receive an excellent education as their
parents remain active in missions work in Europe and Asia. Also
pray for Karen as she prepares for retirement in the next couple
years. Thank you to all who support Karen through your prayers
and financial gifts.
Bolivia/Peru INELA Relations
Bolivia/Peru INELA Relations subcommittee continues the

valuable work ofstrengthening our "sister" relationship to
Boliva/Peru INELA. In last year's report we expressed our hope
that there would be a team from NWYM who would attend the

100 year anniversary of Friends work in Bolivia. Praise God, Ken
Comfort and Dan Cammack lead at group of 14 people, this past
April, to Bolivia to help celebrate this significant milestone. A

highlight ofthe celebration was the viewing ofa video on
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Bolivian INELA History in Spanish, a project Hal and Nancy
Thomas worked closely with Bolivian Friends.
Praise God, Wipf and Stock, a book publisher in Eugene, has
agreed to publish the history in English written by the Thomas's,
probably in 2020. Thank you to all the people in NWYM who
have continued to support this venture in remembering and
honoring what God has accomplished through Friends missions
outreach in Bolivia. And a tremendous thank you to Thomas's for
this labor of love.

The Bolivian Joint Missions Project(matching grant of30% from
NWYM and 70% from Bolivian INELA)continues to be a
wonderful way for NWYM to support the Bolivian INELA vision
for missions. The men will again be taking an offering at the
Men's Missionary Banquet on Sunday evening of Yearly Meeting
sessions to continue our support of Bolivian directed missions
outreach in South America. Hope to see you all at our Friends
Women's and Men's Missionary Banquets on Sunday, July 21st.
Board of Global Outreach Role

At MidYear board meetings and our spring retreat, we focused
much of our board time on the discussion of what is the

function/purpose of our board now that EFM is the sending
agency for NWYM.Following is a sample ofour discussions:
Jim LeShana shared that he saw mobilizing as three fold: praying,
giving and going.

i-1

Dan Cammack suggested that the Great Commission call to
unreached people might be the unifying force to help mobilize
Friends perhaps in the way the Bolivia/Peru mission did In past
years. The diversity offields EFM provides a far greater number
of options for those who feel called to missions.
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A possible approach for the NWYM GO Board might be to give
special focus upon NWYM connected folks like the Twaddells,
Howells, Badgleys and David Thomas.

Along with that, we can encourage every congregation to "adopt"
an EFM field to become knowledgeable, passionate and
committed to prayer.
What skills does the Board of Global Outreach need in its

members to achieve its goals? The following are some
brainstorming ideas:

We need those skilled who can visit and promote from church to
church or small group to small group among local Friends.

We need someone who can develop a simple script or talking
points of basic information to share. Something to post on
basecamp and go from there.

We can use fall and spring retreats and spread people out to
nearby churches to visit and represent the Board briefly, being
more intentional about making local church contacts and
identifying other key mobilizers.
We recognize the need for several new members ofthe Board of

Global Outreach from areas ofthe Yearly Meeting not yet
represented on our board.

These are a few of our comments as we continue to explore and
define our role as missions mobilizers. Please keep us in your
prayers.

This is an amazing new season for our Yearly Meeting and our
missions focus/outreach. We need representatives from each
region to join with us in discerning God's plans for fulfilling the

Great Commission. Contact me if you have interest in exploring
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how you might participate.
Finally, I want to say thank you to our board members for their
faithfulness, commitment to our fields. I also want to affirm the
hard work ofour subcommittees who've remained faithful in

support of the field staff appointed to their particular field. These
are all incredible people, who love the Lord deeply, have a steady
commitment to Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends and who
hold fast to this truth: God's plan for reaching the world with the
"Good News" of Jesus Christ is thru the church "carrying out the
Great Commission in the spirit of the Great Commandment".

Blessings,
Ronald Mulkey, Clerk (Netarts)

CLERK

Ron Mulkey(NW - 11)
MEMBERS

Jon Fodge(PS - 19)
Dorothy Sherman(PO - 19)
Betty Kelley(SM - 18)
Chuck Scott(NW - 17)
Ron Stansell(NW - 17)

Janelle Ralph(SO - 11)
Nadine Brood(SO - 11)
EX OFFICIO - Donna Painter
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Board of Global Outreach
|
Closing Minute concerning
NWYM ministry in Ramallah
|
07-24-2019

The Board of Global Outreach wishes to clarify a portion of the
Board of Global Outreach report that was recorded in the 2018

NWYM Minutes. During the reorganization ofthe Yearly
Meeting, NWYM ended its oversight of ministry in Ramallah and
supervision of Elizabeth Todd. That decision was not adequately
represented in the 2018 Minutes. The report also may have given
the impression that Elizabeth Todd's partnership with STEP,
which predated NWYM's decision to end involvement, was
enough to sustain the Friends English Experience and Elizabeth
Todd's ministry abroad. In fact, it was not sufficient to make the
Friends English Experience sustainable.
Over the last year, Elizabeth Todd and the Middle East Team (Jan
Cammack,Joel Kelley, Faith Marsalli, and Ron and Carolyn
Stansell) have been seeking sufficient organizational support.
Elizabeth Todd is now an associate with Paraclete. While this

does not solve all the challenges related to NWYM ending its
involvement, it does secure the way forward. More information
about Paraclete may be found at paraclete.net.
Since last Yearly Meeting,the Board of Global Outreach has
taken a series ofsteps to end their involvement well. This Minute
is part ofthat process.

We believe it is important to affirm Elizabeth Todd's faithful and
sacrificial giving of herselfto this ministry. She served in a very
difficult environment, often without the resources that were

needed (whether financial, emotional, administrative, or with
additional team members), and yet continued to serve with
distinction as a Christian, as a Friend and as a member of NWYM.
We are thankful for her ministry in Ramallah and around NWYM.
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Reasons for this decision to close include:

1.
2.

We wanted to bring clarity to the 2018 Minute

We struggled ineffectively to fulfill the dream of

recruiting a team/group to pursue ministry

3.
In spite of our efforts, we struggled to sustain isolated
persons in a conflictual environment and to provide sufficient
member care and support.

Appropriate steps have been taken to terminate NWYM
responsibilities regarding finances, assets and post-field care for
the Ramallah field in general and Elizabeth Todd in particular.
The NWYM will continue to pass-through donations received for
the ministry of Elizabeth Todd in the Middle East until September
30, 2019. Elizabeth Todd will notify her donors that after
September 30,2019 all donations for her support must be sent
directly to Paraclete.

We as the Board of Global Outreach, wish to affirm Elizabeth
Todd as a faithful and valued member of NWYM and to

commend her ongoing service in Ramallah or wherever and in
whatever ministry the Lord would lay upon her heart.

We are excited about the new relationship that Elizabeth Todd has
with Paraclete Ministries. Paraclete has a track record of effective

ministry and oversight of international workers in a variety of
settings. Through Paraclete, Elizabeth will continue the Friends
English Experience serving Palestinian young professionals.

Friends desiring to continue being and sending Friends of Jesus in
the Middle East are encouraged to continue supporting this
ministry.

As Friends United Meeting has a continuing presence and
ministry at the Ramallah Friends School,those who might be
interested in participating in that ministry are encouraged to
contact the FUM Office.
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The work in Ramallah represents the closing of our efforts in

ministry within the Middle East and North Africa. Though these
ministries have been closed, we want to recognize how God
directed NWYM into this region and how God called out a
significant number of people to serve there; in both direct and
support capacities. We believe that God has used each of these

people to have an eternal impact which we will see as we gather
in Jesus' presence.
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Appendix G|Quaker Hill Report
UPDATES:

• In general, things are going well. The camp is busier than ever
and serving a growing treasure valley.
• In the second half of2018, we hired Mariah (Chase) Nay(GFU
2004) in Guest Services.

• Early 2019, we hired Reid Fitch F/T to assist Terry Baron in
Facilities and general operations.
• The board is putting the final touches on a new and exciting
Master Plan addressing the growth.
• We are currently working on three small capital projects: A/C
for the Chapel - $25k Replacing the deck above the ball field $20k Building a new "Grand" entrance off the highway - $40k
• We are also fundraising for one major capital project: Building
a new Kitchen ($1.1 MM)complete with public restrooms and
seating for 300 campers.
PRAYER REQUEST:

• Acquire Adequate Waterfront - We feel strongly the future of
the camp rests on the ability to acquire adequate waterfront. The
waterfront is the number one recreation activity and the "bottle

neck" of the busy summer months. Buying adequate waterfront is
essential!

In Christ,
Jon Walker
Executive Director
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Appendix H
|
Camp Tillkum Report

Dear Friends of Tillkum,

What a wonderful year of ministry we've seen at Camp Tillkum!
The Lord has blessed efforts to fulfill our mission. Thank you for

partnering with Tillkum.
Programs and Events

The ministries of Tillkum reached 6,533 people in 2018.
- 1,967 attended a Tillkum Program.
- 4,550 attended a Guest Group Event.
Finances

Together with our supporters, the scholarship fund of$30,635
provided scholarships to 352 people. We hope that no child
misses the opportunity to attend camp due to financial hardship.

Camper and guest fees only provide 80% of the necessary funds
to operate the ministry. The other 20% is from generous friends
of Tillkum. 212 families donated a total of$204,609 in 2018. It is

never simple to balance the budget and it's a great example of
God's provision. Richard Winkel, CPA, performed a financial
review of Tilikum's finances for 2018 and we ended the fiscal

year with a change in net assets (in the black)of$20,577.
Tilikum's average change in net assets each year for the last five
years has been about $20,000.
Fawver Center Restrooms

We are almost finished with new bathrooms and a new gas fire

pit meeting area.
Writers Retreat and Cabin

We are building the cabin framework this summer 2019.
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A Capital Campaign for Lakeside Village
$268,000 has been raised! The road was completed in 2018 and
we are working on water, septic, electricity and possibly solar
panels!

We are very thankful for your prayers and support and are
blessed to partner with you. Thank you.
Dennis Littlefield
Executive Director
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Appendix 11 Twin Rocks Friends Camp Report

It has been a terrific year in the life of Twin Rocks Friends Camp
& Conference Center:

Satisfied Campers. For the 10th consecutive year, campers rated
their overall Twin Rocks experience at 9.3 or greater. Perhaps
just as noteworthy,"staff service" generated a 9.6!
Oceanfront Lots Acquired. The camp obtained four vacant lots
located directly across Highway 101 from its main entrance. This

property, comprising 228 lineal feet of ocean frontage and a total
of one acre, will likely ultimately house a retreat center. Until
then, a "Prayer Trail" on the property helps campers take in the
sights and sounds of God's creation while engaging in a time of
prayer. Scripture, and solitude. The purchase ofthe oceanfront
lots is one oftwo large projects slated for the camp's New
Century Campaign. The other key project: Upgrading the camp's
Dining Center to expand seating capacity from 300 to 400. Thus
far, the camp has secured $375,000 in New Century gifts and
pledges for this 4-year, $1.5 million campaign.
A Miraculous Makeover. In the most recent portion of its
Million Dollar Makeover, Twin Rocks opened a brand new
Central Restroom facility. This restroom, coupled with sidewalks
and pavers replacing gravel in the Central Courtyard, allows
Twin Rocks to engage more fully with campers affected by

disability. Two new bonfire pits are in place, helping campers
enjoy meaningful worship, conversation, and time outdoors. To
top it off, a 700-foot dual zip line now enables delighted campers
to "fly high" above Cammack Field alongside friends and family,
and a new Aqua Jump trampoline graces the camp's Spring Lake
waterfront.
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Health & Safety Accreditation. To uphold the highest in health
and safety standards. Twin Rocks maintains accreditation with
the American Camp Association(ACA),complying with "best
practices" for camps. In its most recent inspection (2018), Twin
Rocks received a 100% compliance rating from ACA.
A Major Blessing. Twin Rocks recently received a $1.6 million
gift from the estate of Lois Friend for use as a camp scholarship
endowment. This most generous contribution represents the
largest donation ever received by the camp. For generations to
come, its invested earnings will help Twin Rocks provide new
and expanded outreach programs, discipleship/ leadership
activities, camps that serve disadvantaged camper groups, and
funds to keep camp affordable for all
Centennial Celebrated. Twin Rocks celebrated 100 years of
ministry in 2018! It was a greatjoy to host 850 friends of the
camp a year ago on July 21 for a festive day at Twin Rocks. Later
in the year, the camp produced a 180-page "coffee table" book

with more than 300 photographs chronicling the first 100 years of
Twin Rocks' ministry.
A Season of Rebuilding. The Friends Church's recent
restructure has affected Twin Rocks. While pain and sadness
remain, a noteworthy sense of hope and optimism has also

emerged. Summer camps thrive (despite lower attendance), full
of a perception of God's presence and direction. A recent update

to the camp's Vision Statement by its board of directors, coupled
with the July 1 hiring of Program Directors Mark & Lauralea
Franklin, offers opportunity for Twin Rocks to evaluate and
enhance its programs with the goal of helping increasing numbers
of young people enter adulthood stating,"My relationship with
Jesus is the most important focus of my life. It guides everything
I do. I exist to know,love and serve God."
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Financial Blessings. Twin Rocks' overall camper attendance has
declined by 9 percent since 2016, primarily the result of a sizable

summertime retraction in the aftermath of Northwest Yearly
Meeting's restructure. Nonetheless, the camp's finances

simultaneously saw great improvement, with operational budget
surpluses of$55,000 in 2018 and $32,000 in 2017. Overall, Twin
Rocks'"net assets without donor restriction" increased by 10
percent during this two-year period.
Ken Beebe

Executive Director
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Appendix J|Quaker Cove Report
New Programs - We started our culinary day camp. 46 kids

from K- 12 came for cooking and baking lessons this July. We
also had a beach art camp with a local artist, which has been a
fun addition. Both programs reached many new kids.
Growth in Programs - We added a 3rd week of day camp. We
had 85 kids in 2018 and expect over one hundred kids this
summer! Our family gingerbread house event doubled last

winter, and we had over 300 people at the camp, about half for
the first time. We baked 240 houses and went through 100
pounds of candy!
Staff- We hired Jonathan and Emily (Astleford) Woodward as
our first ever summer staff. They have experience at Twin Rocks
and Tilikum and are already a huge asset this summer. We
continue to be blessed by Aly Brooks, who has stayed on as
office manager and begins her 3rd year with us.

Finances - Our finances remained steady in 2018, although we

antieipate lower income in 2019, due to The Setimes leaving their
church in Anacortes, which had contributed significantly. We are
still receiving some support from individuals, but not the church
as a whole. We will not be hosting their middle school camp
either, which also has some impact on finances.

Rezoning Process Leads to Code Amendment -A code
amendment was given final approval last winter and will allow us
to begin new building projects! We have now begun the process
of making a master plan, which needs to be approved by the
county to begin any building.

New Housing - Well, it isn't exactly "new" housing, but the
Seume family will be moving into the Red/Greene cabin this fall
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after some remodel. Our 7-person family has well outgrown the
2-bed, 1-bath trailer. We will then remodel the trailer for other
use.

Site Projects - We painted the exterior ofthe dining hall and
made many improvements in the kitchen, including all new
electrical, a new serving counter, shelving, and a working
dishwasher! We added irrigation for the garden and bought a
storage container, which will help store equipment for future
buildings. We have also made significant progress in repairing
the Palmer cabin (A-ffame)roof. We wired our shop and garages
for power.

Volunteers - We have several weekly volunteers who are slowly
chipping away at large projects. Groups from VOW have been a
blessing! Thank you to all who give oftheir time to work with
us!

In conclusion, God has been so good to us this year. Again, He
shows us that He is a God who cares for our hearts and He has

graciously provided for every need. We continue to be amazed at
how volunteers show up offering exactly what we need without
knowing. We had someone offer to survey the entire property and
create a measured site map for free, and another Friend offer to
roofthe Palmer cabin with metal roofing, not knowing that we
had been considering solutions for these two very expensive
needs for the last year. We would ask for prayer for all of us, that

God would continue to sustain us, grow us, guide us, and make
our camp shine bright in this community. We have been
especially grateful this year for the love and encouragement we
have felt from Puget Sound Friends.
- Karl and Liz Seume
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Appendix K
|
Greenleaf Friends Academy Report

Mission Statement: "Inspiring students to think clearly, act
responsibly and serve passionately"

This year the Academy continued to move forward in dedication
to the mission and calling to inspire students in our three main
areas. As students experience the rigors of academic study they
are challenged to not only learn facts and information but to think
critically and deeply about each subject. Using some classical
education methods and curriculum teachers help each student to
develop more refined skills for discussion, enabling them to
formulate their thoughts and articulate more clearly what they
know and believe.

As students pursue studies they also have opportunity to explore
their faith in a deeper way. The second aspect of the school
mission statement to act responsibly is demonstrated as they learn

to apply their faith in daily life, words, and action.
Students have more actively pursued opportunities to serve

throughout the last year. Through the passion and leadership of
Kathy Hazen, Outreach and Student Leadership Director, students
have coordinated a number of projects throughout the year into
the school and surrounding communities. Each project serves to
more clearly demonstrate our third mission piece "serve

passionately" and it has been exciting to see students engage and
practice what it means to be the "hands and feet of Jesus".
Projects will continue through the summer and in school year
2019-20 each student will give at least three or more hours of

service each quarter throughout the year. Students are excited
and motivated as they see what their efforts can do for others and
how they can actively demonstrate faith!
With the renewed partnership with Greenleaf Friends Church in

providing resources to help the school in the area of facilities and
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grounds, Mark Wilkins, GFA Graduate 1977, was hired a year
ago to be the Facilities Director. Marks job is to oversee all of the
necessary maintenance and grounds needs for the school and the
church. Mark has done an amazing job this first year in seeing the
areas of deficiency and moving forward with the repairs and
upkeep ofour current facility. Volunteers on Wheels(VOW)
made their way over to the school this July to help with some
needed projects.

Other highlights of school year 2018-19 include the final senior

project which is an Idaho state requirement for graduation.
Students compile written and oral presentations of their project for
adjudication and final evaluation. All seniors fulfilled and far

surpassed the requirements to complete this project. Seniors then
enjoyed wrapping up their high school years with commencement
exercises on May 19th followed by their senior trip. Student
activities throughout the year include several sports, drama and
music productions, weekly chapel services, and other programs.

This spring also has included curriculum planning for the next
school year, continuing to invest and incorporate appropriate
classical Christian education methods and materials. As

evaluations ofthe language arts, logic, and rhetoric pieces

incorporated to date have been extremely positive the Academy is
moving to include history, science and additional English classical
curriculum to better prepare students in understanding facts

learned, discus these topics and not only assimilate knowledge but
practice articulating and defending what they know and
understand.

The GFA Board recently approved the start ofour Career

Technology Education(CTE)by offering a pre-engineering class
for the high school students. Through a serious of events, we

applied for a grant from the J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Family
Foundation for the start-up funds needed for new computers,

printer, licensing for the SOLID WORDS cad program, and other
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things used for this new class offering. We received a $50,000
grant from the Albertson Foundation and are now setting up the
computer lab to meet the need of this new class and future CTE
class offerings.

We are also offering to our home-school families the opportunity
to take some additional classes for middle school and high school
students through our new part-time program called GFA Connect.
Home school students who would like enhanced learning can
attend one, two, or more classes oftheir choice each semester and

receive the appropriate credits. We are excited about this new

program and a chance to see how it will grow.

Recruiting and admissions has been high on our priority this
spring. After an enrollment decline over the last couple of years,
we made some strategic moves in advertising and recruiting for
new students. With the growth ofthe Treasure Valley heading out
towards Greenleaf and west ofthe school, we are seeing more and
more inquiries from prospective students. Part ofour recruiting
plan was to offer full-day kindergarten as well as keeping our
half-day kindergarten option. That resulted in a jump from six
kindergarteners this past year to 13 kindergarten students. Our
recruiting efforts have been paying off in that we have to date 28
new students.

Financial Report:

The Academy began the year with a projected deficit budget
which is always a challenge.(Christian schools receive no
government support, tax revenue, etc.) The rural location is
peaceful, safe and inviting but the challenge is always to find
enough students able to drive the extra few miles and afford the
added cost of tuition. Healthy competition with many charter
schools and two Christian schools nearby continues to make GFA
work hard to provide exceptional academic programs for the
students but it also creates an annual challenge to balance the
budget. 45% ofthe annual budget must come from grants, fund
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raising, donor support, budget management, and gifts to the
Financial Aid program. After an 18-month process of the kitchen
renovation, the new kitchen was ready to serve students for our
2018-19 school year. The kitchen staff has done an excellentjob
of providing delicious, home baked goods and meals for our
students. God has been faithful and the Academy looks forward
with great excitement and anticipation to a remarkable year to
come!

We appreciate Northwest Yearly Meeting of Friends and the
continued acknowledgement of the work that takes place on our

campus each day. That support is valuable and encouraging and
that, with the prayers of many Friends across the Northwest, our
mission continues. After 110 years GFA remains the oldest
Christian school in Idaho and the oldest Friends school west ofthe

Mississippi river. Lives of students are being transformed by
encountering a God who loves them deeply and the mission to
inspire students to think clearly, act responsibly, and serve God

passionately is active and visible on our campus every day!
Respectfully submitted,
Bev Ankeny Chapman
Advancement and Admissions Director
Greenleaf Friends Academy
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Appendix L
|Administrative Council Report

The Administrative Council(AC)meets during yearly meeting
sessions, fall and spring retreats, and during bi-monthly telephone
conference calls. The Presiding Clerk, Asst. Presiding Clerk,
General Superintendent, and Finance Director always meet with
the AC. The AC regularly reviews and adjusts our yearly
meeting budget, receives regular reports from our Financial
Director and General Superintendent, approves board nominations
and addresses other issues while the yearly meeting is not in
session.

Jim Le Shana began serving full time as our General Supt on
October 15, 2018 and was able to meet with us at our Fall and

Spring Retreats. Jim shared with us his excitement to be part of
NWYM and his hope for and commitment to "building bridges"
as he works alongside staff, boards, pastors, and local churches

across our yearly meeting. He has been very busy traveling to
local churches and has met with every local church pastor within
NWYM.

During the past year, the council approved the following board
appointments:
• Stephen Gulley, Tim Giesbers, and Scott Winter Friends Church Extension Fund

• Carl Anderson, David Tussing, Jim Buckner, and
Cathie Jo Sturdevant -Tilikum Board of Directors

The council recognized there are some parts of our Faith and
Practice that are outdated, incorrectly stated or out of date. None
of these items are substantive changes, rather organizational
changes, the recognized need for codification, and the need for the
document to reflect current/correct/updated info. (For example,

removing references to Board of Evangelism and Quaker
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Benevolent Society, both of which no longer exist). Special
thanks to George Crosiar who did the bulk of the work on this
project. This new codified/reorganized document has been

forwarded to the Faith and Practice Committee for the review.
The council also recommended changes to Faith and Practice

references to Barclay Press, which will be heard during these
sessions.

Our Superintendent received a letter from the Chairman of the

Board ofDirectors for Friendsview Retirement Community
clarifying that the relationship between Friendsview.

Friendsview exists as a nonprofit entity, separate from NWYM -

outside ofthe control, authority, and accountability to NWYM.
We are aware that our Faith and Practice needs some revision in
relation to Friendsview and we will bring that to the
representatives thru the Faith and Practice Committee at a later
time. Please direct any questions you have about Friendsview
directly to the Frieindsview Board.

The index values created at the time ofthe yearly meeting
restructure(June 30,2018)continued to be monitored by the AC.
Since the index is in flux until June 30,2021 (for example
churches who leff NWYM as independent churches may join
SCYMF),the AC continues to review those figures on June 30 of
each year.

The council approved two others items ofimportance:
1. Board/committee appointment nominees will not be in
the room during the approval process.

2. The Visioning Task Force will continue their work thru
July 2020.

Respectfully submitted on behalf ofthe Administrative Council,
Debbie Harrison

Asst. Presiding Clerk
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Appendix M|Board of Congregational Care Report

Because there was not an active Board of Congregational Care for

2017-2018, we are beginning our fresh vision. This year we only
had two members(both new) but are excited to add additional
members at Yearly Meeting.

At the mid-year board meeting we met and reviewed our
responsibilities, budget and goals. We'd like to focus on
• Promoting share call ftind for NWYM churches

• Identify specific congregational care needs within NWYM
churches

• Develop a list of resources available to local churches such as

workshops, speakers, and trainings related to congregational care
life

• Celebrate births and adoptions, milestone anniversaries, retiring
pastors and missionaries, and honoring Friends who have passed
If you are interested in providing training or workshops to other
local churches, or if your church would like to find training
opportunities for your congregation, we'd like to hear from you.
During this year we approved a share call request from Star
Community Friends church to help with the roofon their
parsonage. Submit your request if your church would like to

involve the Yearly Meeting in finishing your construction goal.
At 2019 NWYM sessions we are celebrating births and adoptions,
50th and 60th anniversaries, retired pastors and missionaries, and

holding a memorial service for Friends who have passed.
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We are also sponsoring two workshops:
•"Building Bridges to Those Who Hurt, How to Start a Grief

Ministry" by Betty Jo Steele
•"Overcoming Obstacles to Communication", by Jim and Jeanne
Leonard

Respectfully submitted,
Betty Jo Steele (Scotts Mills)
Shirley Kluver(South Salem)
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Appendix N
|
Visioning Task Force Presentation Notes
Task Force Members Include:

Inland Area - Vic Peterson

Newberg - Jeff Sargent
Portland - Tami Cammack

Salem - Joel Kelley
Puget Sound - Jenny Willoughby
So. Idaho - Lee Belt

So. Oregon - Jesse Davis
SW Washington - Trey Doty
Presiding Clerk VTF Clerk - Debbie Harrison

General Superintendent- Jim Le Shana
NWYM Board.Clerk Members:
o Ron Mulkey (Global Outreach)

o Phil McLain (Elders)

Area Meetings were held in the fall of2017.
Yearly Meeting Visioning Groups and Visioning Day in January
2018 produced these top priorities.
• Communication/Relationship
• Leadership Development
• Discipleship
•

Local Outreach

•

Global Outreach

• Youth and Young Adults

Primary work completed thus far by the Task Force:
• General Superintendent Search/Recommendation
•

Global Outreach

o Strengthened relationship with Evangelical Friends
Mission
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o NWYM: "Recruiting"
o EFM; "Sending"
Local Outreach

o Develop assessment and training tools for local
church use
Communication

o Refining Email lists/groups
o

Changes -"The Connection"

Restructure ym workshop time to allow for more
networking between workshops
o Contributions to "The Connection" by our ym

o

camps and GFU

Discipleship Materials Available for Local Church
o Printed copies available for each local church
Training
o Training possibilities at the local church level
o
Workshops for yearly meeting sessions
o
Board membership
o
Local church representatives
o

Local outreach

'Growing Young"

Work to be completed in the upcoming year:
•

Area Structure

o

Assessing structure and function

o Possibly recommending changes for function,
structure, relationship
o Present recommendations during yearly meetings
sessions 2020
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Appendix O
|Youth and Young Adult Board Report

During this year of transition, we have been evaluating our
programs and visioning our future. We began the year with Youth
Yearly Meeting. 15 students attended. The Tilikum Challenge
and Quest courses were utilized for programing. Elizabeth Eicon
and Joseph Harrison did the planning. Nathaniel and Katie
Vanderploeg, along with seven students from Friends University
provided daily supervision and leadership.

The Board decided to make their top priority during the fall the
recruitment for the Summit conference in Colorado Springs. 42
people from NW Yearly Meeting attended. 22 youth and 20
adults attended from 8 churches. Classes were inspiring and
visionary. The overall conference received rave reviews. Brockie
Follette's presentations were mentioned many times during
debriefing as one ofthe highlights. A desire to have her come to

YM to speak to both youth and adults was expressed to Jim Le
Shana. The board attempted throughout the rest ofthe year to
build off the momentum gained during Summit by

inviting/involving the attenders in the visioning session held at
mid-year boards and in planning offuture YM youth events.
Sixteen youth workers and young adults attended a visioning
session on Saturday of Mid-year boards in Sherwood. We

explored what had worked well and what had not worked well in
the past. We explored where we wanted to go. The atmosphere
was exciting! A shared vision began to emerge. Many ideas were
put forth that the board has been attempting to incorporate in
planning.
The takeaways included:

1. Our primary goal must be about sharing Jesus Christ with youth
and bringing (discipling) them into relationship with Him.
2. Must be diligent in recognizing and incorporating the authority
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of scripture in all teaching.
3. Youth programing "barriers" between the three states need to

be disassembled. Currently Idaho youth primarily attend Idaho
events while Oregon/Washington youth attend Oregon events.
Currently, Preliminary estimations suggest that Idaho youth
comprise about 2/3 ofour youth population.
4. Increase intergenerational connections with youth within our
Yearly Meeting.

a. Recognize that story telling builds community. Increase story
telling by the "Cloud of Witnesses in NWYM"to our youth.

b. Invite Brockie Follette to speak to both youth and adults at
Yearly Meeting.
5. Combine Samuel Schools 1 and 2. Invite Eli's to attend

alongside their Samuel's.
6. Find ways to de-compact the Spring and Summer events.
7. Recognition that our summer camps provide most of our
leadership training for youth through internships and Student
Leadership Programs.

8. Encourage youth preparing for college and university to pursue

Biblical training, mentoring and service through programs like
Kaleo. Possibly set up a program within NWYM.
9. Possibly plan a Young Adult retreat at Twin Rocks in October
(the dates are already reserved).

10. We must be intentional with our YM youth programing. For
instance, set up a "funnel" for youth ministry on he YM level in
which certain events bring youth in the door while other

(following) events lead them into understanding scripture
applying it to their lives, being mentored and discipled in Christ,
preparing them for life away from home(including
college/university) and helping them become involved in the local
church, first with youth programing and then adult ministry.
Many ofour current programs do this a bit haphazardly.
A combined Middle and High School Samuel School in May was
attended by 14 Samuel's and 3 Eli's from 6 churches in Idaho,

Oregon and Washington. Mark and Lauralea Franklin and Wendy
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Lewis provided the upfront leadership. 6 teachers presented on
the spiritual disciplines of prayer, worship, Bible study,
community, creating space and listening. The Hi School group
voluntarily spent a couple hours praying after a session on prayer.
It was a powerful time of experiencing Christ's presence.

The board is now preparing for the 2019 Youth YM programing
with a program that will be strongly oriented toward "story
telling" and intergenerational ministry.
Clyde Thomas, Clerk(Newberg)
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Appendix P
|
Board of Leadership Development &
Enrichment

BoLDE has continued to respond to the organizational and
structural changes at the Yearly Meeting level and continues to
focus on streamlining its various sub-committee's workflow.
Along that vein, we said goodbye last fall to Monik K as she
completed her service as the Coordinator of Friends Leadership
Training program. At the time of her departure, we placed the
FLP as well as the Friends Center programming on an indefinite
hiatus, though we continue to provide scholarships for those who
are pursuing graduate level ministry-oriented courses(see below).
We are very grateful for Monik's service to the NWYM and
BoLDE over the last several years.

The Credentialing Sub-committee will be finalizing a revision of
the Credentialing Handbook this year which has been edited to
more clearly delineate the expectations and workflow for three

distinct credentials: Licensing, Commissioning and Recording. In
addition, the Board is happy to recommend one candidate for
recording.
This serves as my last YM report as my term expires as Board
clerk and I will be transitioning to another YM Board role. It has
been a privilege to serve in this role and I look forward to helping
our Yearly Meeting continue in our service to the Lord. By the
way,the BoLDE clerk role is currently unfilled so please pray
with the Nominating Committee as they work on filling that role
as well as add additional members to the Board.
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I would like to thank all those who served on our board and

labored to serve our Yearly Meeting through a fruitful year:
Paul Anderson
Dan Bums

Rick & Judie Hayes
Melissa Kelley
Dan Kluver
Jadon Ross

Mike Slothower

Respectfully submitted.
Rich Miller, Clerk(Sherwood)

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Undergraduate Activities:
• Friends Leadership Program - on hiatus indefinitely
• George Fox University / NWYM Church Match
Scholarship
• Fall 2018($ 3852.00): 8 Friends students received

scholarships from Churches(S 1926.00)+ NWYM ($
1926.00)

• Spring 2019($ 2924.00):6 Friends students received
scholarships from Churches($ 1462.00)+ NWYM($
1462.00)
• 2018-2019 Academic Year Total Amount:$ 6776.00
Graduate Activities:

• Friends Center — on hiatus indefinitely

• Scholarships Awarded (Fall 2018 — Spring 2019)
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• Fall 2018($ 1798.50) — Students; Alan Weinacht, Barclay

College 1 Christina Muhr,Portland Seminary|Aaron
Carlson, Fresno Pacific University
• Spring 2019($ 923.50)- Students: Christina Muhr,
Portland Seminary|Alan Weinacht, Barclay College
• Summer 2019($ 0)- Students: none for summer

Credentialing:

This year the BoLDE subcommittee of Credentialing will be
recording Roy Lujan who has successfully navigated all
requirements contained in the credentialing process. In addition,
BoLDE is currently working with five other candidates and their
mentors and we anticipate the credentialing ofthese candidates to
be completed within the next 1 -3 years.
Rich Miller, Clerk of Leadership Development Sub-Committee

LEADERSHIP ENRICHMENT

Enrichment(aka Pastoral Care)responsibilities for BoLDE
include planning and executing professional development
(formerly FOCUS Conference), recognizing and rewarding

pastoral service, review and approval of pastor sabbaticals, and
mentoring.

The BoLDE committee is excited to present a Call to Ministry
Workshop at this Yearly Meeting and hopes to follow this with a
retreat that begins to accommodate those discerning a call,

developing equipping paths as they respond, and mentoring to
support and sustain leadership development.

As regards Pastor Recognition, this year the committee decided to
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try a little different approach to recognizing and rewarding
pastoral service. We will still continue with an appreciation dinner
at Pastor's Conference but will expand the recognition of those in
ministry leadership here at Yearly Meeting. Those individuals
might be serving in Worship Music, Children's Education,
Visitation, Women's Ministries, etc. We have received dozens of

notes and some videos from individuals and churches affirming
appreciation of these servants. We will share some ofthese during
this Yearly Meeting with those notes received available for the
Representatives to take back to their home churches.

This last year we were able to provide funding (limited) for two
pastors to take a brief sabbatical. We will now have 'mentoring'
available as pastor's plan for this time ofgrowth and refreshment.
Applications for sabbaticals are available now for the next church
year beginning July 2020.
As we move forward into a new year, we are thankful for the

opportunities to serve through the building up of leadership with
professional development, supplemented with the encouragement
and support provided through pastoral care.
Dr. Judith Hayes, Clerk of Leadership Enrichment(Pastoral Care)
Sub-Committee
CLERK

Melissa Kelley(SM- 18)

Rich Miller(NW- 16)

Paul Anderson ^W - 16)

MEMBERS

Judith Hayes(PO - 15)
Richard Hayes(PO - 15)
Mike Slothower(IN - 15)
Jadon Ross(PO - 18)
DanKluver(SM- 18)

EX OFFICIO

Jim Le Shana - General

Superintendent

Roger Nam — Portland
Seminary Dean
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Appendix Q \ 2019 Northwest Yearly Meeting Epistle

To All Friends Everywhere:

We send you greetings from the gorgeous campus of George Fox
University in Newberg, Oregon where we gathered from our local
meetings in Oregon, Washington and Idaho, for our 127th Annual

Sessions. The weather this week was particularly nice which

added to the amazing week we had. We received greetings from
Phil Baisley, from Earlham School of Religion in Indiana, and
from Nancy Irving - a visitor from North Pacific Yearly Meeting.
Music in the morning and evening sessions was led by various
churches and groups around the Northwest, including a Yearly
Meeting choir on Wednesday night. We were very blessed to hear
from them all! Jim Le Shana, our new Yearly Meeting
Superintendent, welcomed us and kicked off the sessions Sunday
evening by sharing about having a "Fresh Vision". Jim was the
evening speaker on Monday and Wednesday, and on Tuesday
night we heard from Brockie Follette from Kaleo Academy in
Haviland, KS.

Each morning began with a one-hour workshop led by Brockie
Follette who presented material from the book "Growing Young".
This provided an intentional time for learning something new
together.

During business session on Monday Jim Le Shana gave the
superintendent report after his first year in the job. His report
emphasized the ongoing need for prayer for our local churches.
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During the Tuesday business session, with Brad Helton and
Debbie Harrison ending their terms, a new Presiding Clerk and
Assistant Presiding Clerk were approved. Ken Bedford will serve
as Presiding Clerk and George Crosiar will be the Assistant
Presiding Clerk.
On Wednesday morning, we had a lot of business to get through
for our last day. We heard wonderful reports from our Northwest
Yearly Meeting camps, the Administrative Council,
Congregational Care Board, Visioning Task Force, and the Youth
& Young Adult Board. We have so much to give thanks for! The

morning was made particularly special with the ministerial
recording of Roy Lujan from Whitney Friends and the recognition
of Destiny Friends moving from a mission point to full-church
status within our Yearly Meeting. A minute of thanks for Brad
Holton and Debbie Harrison was noted for all that they have done

these past few years.
The theme for our NWYM Annual Sessions was Fresh Vision.

Everything was centered around this idea. Jim Le Shana gave his
evening talks regarding a fresh vision for NWYM and how God is
not done working through NWYM.Brockie Follette shared about
"Growing Young" and having a new perspective on how we
approach young people in our churches. All of the afternoon

workshops also followed the theme of a fresh vision. We really
felt like were seeing God with a fresh set of eyes!

We ask for your prayers as we continue to seek God's will for
Northwest Yearly Meeting. As we look toward the future there is
still much work to be done with our recent restructure and new

staff members. We continue to keep our eyes focused on God and
ask for his fresh vision to fall upon us.
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ADDENDUM
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Addendum A|Board of Elders Report

The Board of Elders has been buoyed by a sense of optimism for
the future ofNWYM. We are encouraged by the praises we hear
from many of our churches of new growth and the reaching out
they are doing with new ministries in their communities. We are
confident that God is faithful and he will grow His Church.
We are hopeful that - under the leadership of our Superintendent
and reunified Administrative Council - NWYM has worked

through most ofthe difficult adjustments caused by the departure
of some of our local churches. That unfortunate departure was one
result of a major disagreement on how to understand and apply
biblical authority.
The Board of elders, like many other NWYM Board and groups,
has been understaffed and - through the Nominating Committee -

is still in the process of replacing members who attended those
departing churches.
Board members have assisted the Superintendent in visiting and

providing counsel as requested by several local churches. Several
are currently in the pastoral search process.
We continue to attempt to regularly contact all our local churches
to learn about their joys and sorrows and to bring their needs
before the Lord in prayer each month. We plan an extended

prayer time during our Yearly Meeting sessions on their behalf.
After two years of work, our Local Church Care Committee for
Boise Friends Church, was unable to lead that congregation to a

mutually acceptable solution to their concerns. Boise Friends has
returned to local leadership and is seeking to fill the currently
vacant pastoral position.
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We encourage any local church which is experiencing difficulties
to contact us immediately for prayer support. We may have
access to other helps, as well, which we will gladly offer at their
request.

Phil McLain, Clerk(West Chehalem)

CLERK

Phil McLain(NW-15)
MEMBERS

Sarah Petersen (IN - 18)
Joel Kelley(SM- 18)
Phil McLain(NW-15)
KenRedford(SI- 11)

Syd Wyncoop(SO - 14)
Sharon Todd(PO - 17)
Ken Beebe(NW - 16)
Arden Kinser(SW - 16)
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Addendum B|Board of Communication Report|2019
NWYM Annual Sessions

This is the first official report from the Board of Communications
since 2016. This board has been through some weird times in the
past years and 2018-2019 was the first time it has had an official

board in a long time. The board only has four members and all

four joined/started at the same time. So in theory, all four will go
off the board at the same time as well. Because ofthat, we are
wanting more members who can help out the board and carry it

into the next chapter when that time comes. If you enjoy helping
pass along information via phone communication and online
communication please reach out to the board members(Jacob

Newton, Mindy Bums,and Elizabeth Eicon, and Joseph Harrison
because of their role in the NWYM office). Joseph Harrison
graduated from George Fox University this spring, so he is no
longer an intern in the office. He hopes to join the board in an
official capacity this year.

Our board mainly deals with online communications currently.
We no longer print and mail physical copies of the NWYM
Communication on a consistent basis. A pdf file ofthe NWYM
Communication is made available to pastors with the hopes that
they will print and distribute it for their congregation as they see
fit. Our Board's goal is to connect the Yearly Meeting and YM
Boards with churches, and churches with the Yearly Meeting and
each other. We also seek to connect individuals with each other

across the yearly meeting.
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For the NWYM Connection, we are looking for personal stories
of faith, news of innovative church activities that could be

replicated in other churches, as well as news of NWYM-affiliated
institutions such as Twin Rocks, Quaker Hill, Quaker Cove,

Camp Tilikum, etc. Please send your news, stories, ideas, and
suggestions to Jacob Newton atjacob@meridianffiends.org or
Elizabeth Eicon at elicon@nwffiends.org
Jacob Newton, Clerk (Meridian)

CLERK

Jacob Newton (SI - 18)
Mindy Bums(PO - 18)
EX OFFICIO

Elizabeth Eicon - Office Manager
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Addendum C|Trustees Report
I want to thank my fellow trustees, Steve Galley, Dave Green,
Dave Hampton and Barry White for their work over the past year.

We continue to pray for Dave Green as he experienced some
serious health issues starting in October and continuing as I write
this report.
2018/19 was a less busy year than the previous one primarily
because the Yearly Meeting retructure in terms oftrustee
involvement was concluded in July 2018. The preparation and
mailing of the deeds releasing NWYM's interest in the departing
churches' real property was completed in July 2018. Dave Green
did great work in the preparation of the deeds.
Here are some ofthe other items the trustees worked on this past
year:

• We consulted with East Hill Friends Church in the sale ofthe

pastor's home. Dave Green crafted the separation agreement of
the church and pastor's property.
• We continued to work with New Life Friends Church with their

desire to allow a communications company to place a cell tower
on the church property. The income derived from the cell tower
will greatly help the ministry and financial stability ofthe church.
• We consulted with various churches and NWYM on various

issues throughout the year.

• The 2019 property tax exemptions for churches in the State of
Washington were completed prior to the March 31 deadline
ensuring that these churches will continue to receive the
exemption from paying real property taxes. Some Washington
churches do their own filing.
As trustees, we feel it is an honor to serve the Yearly Meeting
Gordon Crisman, Clerk(Sherwood)
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Addendum D
|
Friends Women Report
Together, Northwest Yearly Meeting Friends Women have

continued our commitment to serve our Lord as supporters of
those in ministry, both locally and abroad. The efforts of local

chapters and others have prayerfully and financially given support
to those serving through NWYM and EFM. It's been exciting to
see new fields opening and groundwork that is being laid for even
more opportunities to serve abroad.

Recently the Badgley family has been able to return to Ecuador
after a trying time for their family with Matthew's health issues.

He's doing much better and we thank God for answered prayer on
his behalf.

Two women's retreats were held this year:

, •"RISE" was held in McCall, Idaho, at Quaker Hill Camp,
using the theme "Rooted." The speaker was Rita Romberg. A
special feature was the "Secret Garden Soiree" on the lawn on

Saturday morning. A service project led by Kimberly Fitch was to
assemble garden kits which were sent for ministry in Mexico.
Workshops,the silent auction, and fellowship times were an
important part ofthe retreat.
• The Oregon retreat was held at Twin Rocks Friends
Camp in Rockaway Beach, Oregon. The speaker was Mindy
Bums while Sue Hays brought the Bible study. The ladies were
treated to a silent auction and lots of great fellowship.

We are looking forward to this year's fall retreats. It is at these

retreats that we sign up to fund projects that help NWYM and
EFM missions. The projects for the 2018-19 year were projected
to be $3,400 but were fUnded at $3,800. Congratulations and
thank you for all your hard work. The 2019-20 proposed projects
list is $3,650.

We had three area rallies this spring with the offering taken to go
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towards toilet and water filtration projects in Nepal. The offering
of$2,575 was the highest taken in years!
• Boise Friends Church, Idaho,for the Southern Idaho area

churches. Special speaker was Louise George. There were 40 in
attendance.

• Talent Friends Church, Oregon, for the Southern Oregon
area churches. Special speakers were Dan Cammack,ofEFM,
and Elizabeth Todd. There were 32 in attendance.

• City's Edge Friends Church in Portland for the Portland,
SW Washington, Newberg and Salem area churches. Special
speakers were women from City's Edge. There were 72 ladies in
attendance.

We look forward with enthusiasm to the future as we have good
things planned for the 2019-20 year for Friends Women.
Blessings, Donna Painter(Rose Valley)
NWYM Friends Women President
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Addendum E
|
Local Church Financial and Statistical Reports
This information is gathered through the annual reports that are
submitted to the Yearly Meeting Office.
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*note appointment by the Administrative Council(AC)or Representatives(R)

Presiding Clerk(R)

Ken Redford

Assistant Presiding Clerk(R)

George Crosiar

Recording Clerk(R)
Statistician(R)
General Superintendent(AC)

Phil Smith
Elizabeth Eicon
Jim Le Shana

Director of Finance and Dev./Treasurer(AC)... Janelle Nordyke
Archivist(AC)
Custodian of Documents(AC)

Rachel Thomas
Elizabeth Eicon

Registered Agent- Idaho(AC)
Registered Agent- Oregon(AC)

Barry White
Janelle Nordyke

Registered Agent- Washington(AC)

Debbie Harrison

Key to Abbreviations
Areas

Boards

IN - Inland

AC - Administrative Council

NW - Newberg

CE - Christian Education

PC - Portland

and Discipleship

PS -Puget Sound

Com - Communications

SM - Salem
SI - Southern Idaho

CC - Congregational Care

SO - Southern Oregon

SW - Southwest Washington

Eld - Elders
GO - Global Outreach

ED - Eeadership
Development and
Enrichment

EO - Eocal Outreach

YYA - Youth and Young
Adults
R - Council of

Representatives
YM - Yearly Meeting
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ROARDS

BOARD OF CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION AND

ADMINISTRATIVE

DISCIPLESHIP

COUNCIL

CLERK

PRESIDING CLERK

Mintha Muhr(NW)

Ken Redford (SI)
ASSTPRESIDING CLERK

George Crosiar(SM)
SUPERINTENDENT
Jim Le Shana

MEMBERS-(ELD)
Three Years(2022)
Katie Morse(SI-16)
Bill Moormann(PC-16)
Jan Geil(SW-19)
Two Years(2021)
Gwen Gerger(IN-18)
Judy Woolsey(NW-18)
Jim Leonard(SM-19)
One Year(2020)

Nancy Almquist(NW-17)
Chris Hinderliter(Sl-17)
George Crosiar(SM -12)
Ken Redford (SI-19)
Jim Libby(SW-19)

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Lisa Nauman(NW-19)
Two Years(2021)
Mintha Muhr(NW-15)
Dianne Hansen (IN-15)
One Year(2020)
Augusta Davis(PO-17)

BOARD OF
COMMUNICATION
CLERK

Jacob Newton(SI)

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Joseph Harrison(NW-19)
Two Years(2021)
Jacob Newton(SI-18)

Mindy Bums(PO-18)
EXOFFICIO:

One Year(2020)

Director of Finance and

Development
Janelle Nordyke

EXOFFICIO:

Office Manager
Elizabeth Licon
Archivist

Rachel Thomas
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BOARD OF
CONGREGATIONAL

SUB-COMMITTEE

CARE

Force

CLERK

CLERK

Shirley Kluver(SM)
MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Debbie Day(PO-19)
Cindy Johnson(NW-19)
Sherri Sheirbon (SI-19)
Two Years(2021)
Shirley Kluver(SM-18)

Intercessory Prayer Task

Gene Mulkey
MEMBERS:
Ken Beebe

Chuck Mylander
Duane Comfort
Hank Helsabeck

Jo Helsabeck

Jerry Baker

Betty Jo Steele(SM-18)
One Year(2020)
BOARD OF GLOBAL
BOARD OF ELDERS
CLERK

Phil McLain(NW)
RECORDING CLERK

OUTREACH
CLERK

Ron Mulkey(NW)
ASSISTANT CLERK

Ron Stansell(NW)

Elisa Pharris(SI)
MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Ken Beebe(NW-16)

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Janelle Ralph (SO-11)
Nadine Brood(SO-11)

Arden Kinser(S W-16)
Elisa Pharris(SI-19)

Jonelle Liddell(PS-19)
Hannah Kendall(NW-19)

Two Years(2021)
Sarah Petersen (IN-18)

Two Years(2021)
Jon Fodge(PS-18)
Dorothy Sherman(PO-18)
Betty Kelley(SM-18)
One Year(2020)
Chuck Scott(NW-17)
Ron Stansell(NW-17)
Ron Mulkey(NW-11)

Joel Kelley(SM-18)
Phil McLain(NW-15)
One Year(2020)

Syd Wyncoop(SO-14)
Sharon Todd (PO-17)
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Il
EXOFFICIO:

BOARD OF

Friends Women President

LEADERSHIP

(currently vacant)

DEVELOPMENT AND
ENRICHMENT

CLERK

SUB-COMMITTEE

Stan Morse(SI)

Bolivia/Peru

Nadine Brood
Dan Cammack
Ed Cammack
Duane Comfort
Ken Comfort

Quentin Nordyke
Ron Stansell

Hal Thomas

Teaching Abroad China
CLERK

Janelle Ralph
Dorothy Sherman
Marilyn Harmon

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Melissa Kelley(SM-18)
Paul Anderson(NW-16)
Bill Pruitt(SM-19)
Two Years(2021)
Judith Hayes(PO-15)
Richard Hayes(PO-15)
One Year(2010)
Jadon Ross(PO-18)
Dan Kluver(SM-18)
EXOFFICIO:

Superintendent
Jim Le Shana

Teaching Abroad Hungary
Doug Bartlett

Portland Seminary Dean
Roger Nam

Sheila Bartlett
Marcile Crandall

SUB-COMMITTEES:

Pat Landis

Pastoral Development
Clerk - Judith Hayes
Richard Hayes
Credentialing

Carolyn Stansell
Ron Stansell

Chuck Scott

Clerk -
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BOARD OF LOCAL
OUTREACH
CLERK

EXOFFICIO:
Interim Youth Coordinator
Elizabeth Licon

Roy Lujan(SI)

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Rich Miller(NW-19)
Mike Slothower(lN-19)

STANDING COMMITTEES

Dan Banham(PC-19)
Two Years(2021)

Co-CLERKS
Mark Franklin

Mark Thompson(NW-19)
One Year(2020)
Roy Lujan (Sl-17)
Don Brown (81-14)
TJ Warren (81-14)

BOARD OF YOUTH AND

YOUNG ADULT MINISTRY
CLERK

Clyde Thomas(NW)
MEMBERS:(R)
Three Years(2022)
Keith Reeser(NW-19)
Kevin Vanderbeek (81-19)
Nathaniel Vanderploeg
(8W-19)
Lauralea Franklin (PC-19)
Two Years(2021)
Wendee Lewis(NW-18)

Clyde Thomas(NW-18)
Ryan Kendall(NW-19)
One Year(2020)
Jesse Davis(SO-17)

FAITH AND PRACTICE
REVISION COMMITTEE

Richard Sartwell

MEMBERS:(R)

Three Years(2022)
Mark Franklin(PO-19)
Cathy Jo Sturdevant
(NW-19)
Two Years(2021)

Richard Sartwell(NW-18)
One Year(2020)
Jim Fields(80-18)
FINANCE COMMITTEE
CLERK

Carl Anderson(NW)
MEMBERS:(R)

Two Years(2021)
Carl Anderson(NW-18)
Phil Harrison (IN-18)
One Year(2020)
John Johnson(NW-07)

Barry White (81-13)
EXOFFICIO:

Director of Finance and

Development
Janelle Nordyke
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r:

NOMINATING
COMMITTEE
CLERK

VISIONING TASK FORCE
CLERK

Debbie Harrison(IN)

Lana Thurston(SI)
MEMBERS:

MEMBERS:(R)
Three Year(2022)
Linda Sartwell(NW-19)
Ed Hoyer(SW-16)
Two Years(2021)
Mark McDonald (IN-18)
Barb Hutchins(PC-18)

Steve Phillips(SM-I8)
One Year(2020)
Ellen Morse(SI-11)
Lana Thurston (SI-18)

Ken Redford

Presiding Clerk
Jim Le Shana

Superintendent
Phil McLain - Eld

Ron Mulkey - GO
Vic Peterson - IN

Jeff Sargent - NW
Tami Cammack -PO

Joel Kelley - SM
Lee Belt - SI
Jesse Davis - SO

Trey Doty - SW
TRUSTEES
CLERK

Gordon Crisman(NW)
MEMBERS:(R)
Gordon Crisman(2022)
Stephen Gulley(2021)
Barry White (2020)
Dave Hampton (2019)
EXOFFICIO:

Director of Finance and

Development
Janelle Nordyke
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AFFII.IATF.

EXOFFICIO:

ORr.ANIZATinNS

Director of Finance and

EVERENCE

Development
Janelle Nordyke

Stewardship Consultant - Colin

Finance Committee Clerk

Saxton

Carl Anderson

503-550-1599

colin.saxton@everence.com
www.everence.com

FRIENDS MEN
EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE
FRIENDS CHURCH

EXTENSION FUND
PRESIDENT

Steve Galley
VICE PRESIDENT
Tim Giesbers
SECRETARY

PRESIDENT

Ron Mulkey
SECRETARY

Mel Kern
MEMBERS-A T-LARGE

Steve Hardgrove
Gary Houston

Ron Staples
TREASURER

Dave Hampton
BUSINESS MANAGER

Dave Hampton

FRIENDS WOMEN
PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

Sherry Libby
MEMBERS:

Three Years(2022)
Two Years(2021)
Scott Winter

SECTRETARY

Terri Bowen
TREASURER

Janelle Nordyke

Tim Giesbers

Steve Galley
One Year(2020)
Ron Staples

AREA VICE PRESIDENTS
Inland -

Newberg Portland -

Dave Hampton,Treasurer

Puget Sound -

Friends Church Extension Fund

Salem -

200 N Meridian St.

Southern Idaho - Ellen Morse

Newberg, OR 97132

S. Oregon - Nadine Brood
SW Washington - Mindy Bums

(503)330-1165
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GEORGE FOX
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

David Andersen

Larry Bailey, Jr.
Ken Beebe

Carrie Lamm Bishop

NWYM FOUNDATION
DIRECTOR

Janelle Nordyke
CLERK

Steve Gulley*
ASSISTANT CLERK

Barry White*

Dan Cammack
Don Carter

SECRETARY

Raymond Cheung

TREASURER

Curtis Climer

Bill Rourke*

Dave Hampton

Mike Delk

Frank Engle, Jr.

MEMBERS:

Keith Galitz

Three Years(2022)

Scott Gratsinger
Stephen Gulley
Eric Hagen
Estle Harlan

Andrea Herling
Brent Kimberly
Jim Le Shana (ex-officio)

Steve Gulley(NW- 04)
Bill Rourke(NW- 02)
Two Years(2021)
Dave Hampton(NW-12)
Sandra Wagner(NW-12)
Barry White (SI-15)
Two Years(2020)

Heather Lewis

Deborah Martin (ex-officio)

EXOFFICIO:

Stan Morse

General Superintendent

Barbara Palmer

Jim Le Shana
Finance Committee Clerk

Brent Peterson

Vic Peterson

Carl Anderson

Carolyn Rayback
Ken Redford

*Administrative Committee

Truman Stone

Steve Tatone

Kent Thomburg
Lana Thurston
David VandeLinde
Scott Winter

Dave Woolsey
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REPRESENTATIVES TO

CAMPS

EVANGELICAL FRIENDS
CHURCH NORTH

CAMP TILIKUM

AMERICA

CLERK

COORDINATING
COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

(AC)
General Superintendent
Jim Le Shana

Presiding Clerk

Carl Anderson
VICE CLERK
Truman Stone
TREASURER

Dave Hampton
SECRETARY

Diane Murphy

Ken Redford

EXOFFICIO:

MISSIONS COMMITTEE -

EFM:(GO)

Executive Director
Dennis Littlefield

Global Outreach Clerk

Superintendent

Ron Mulkey

Jim Le Shana

VOLUNTEERS ON

QUAKER COVE

WHEELS
PRESIDENT

CAMPS & RETREATS

Bruce Longstroth
PROJECT COORDINA TOR
Bill Rourke

RECRUITER

Margaret Drahn
COMMUNICATOR

LeRoy Benham

CLERK

Dennis Littlefield
ASSISTANT CLERK

Mike Halliday
RECORDING CLERK
Laura DeBruler
TREASURER

Patty Federighi

SECRETARY

Sharon Longstroth
TREASURER

Keith Baker
AT-LARGE BOARD
MEMBERS

Peter Snow

Daryl Burton
Vonnie Burton
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EXOFFICIO:
Co-Directors
Karl and Liz Seume

QUAKER HILL

RECORDED MINISTERS

CONFERENCE

IN NORTHWEST

BOARD PRESIDENT

YEARLY MEETING,
May 2019

Brad Holton

VICE PRESIDENT
Tom Turco

SECRETARY

Larry Taylor
TREASURER

Cory Smith

Paul Almquist
Paul Anderson

Jerry Baker
Dan Banham

Gayle Beebe
John Beck

EXOFFICIO:

Don Brown

Executive Director

Dan Bums

Jon Walker

Mindy Bums
Mark Burton

Roger Button
TWIN ROCKS FRIENDS

Dan Cammack

CAMP
CHAIR
Ken Comfort

Edwin Cammack
Deborah Climer
Ken Comfort

VICE CHAIR

Duane Comfort

Jim Fisher
TREASURER

Elizabeth Comfort
SECRETARY

Sandi Wooley

Cleta Crisman

Clynton Crisman
Angel Diaz
Trey Doty
Dayton Durley

EXOFFICIO:

Richard Edmundson

Executive Director

James Fields

Ken Beebe

Steve Fine

Superintendent

Jon Fodge

Jim Le Shana

Ron Friedrich

Gil George
Howard Harmon

Richard Hayes
Robert Hays
Tim Henry
Chris Hinderliter
M Gene Hockett
David Howell
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Robert King
Arden Kinser

Alan Weinacht

Cathy Knox
Roger Knox
Gregg Lamm
Jim Leonard

Tim Wenzig
Rob Willoughby

David Liu

Joy Lujan
Alice Maurer

Nicholas Maurer
Alice Maxson

Retha McCutchen
Mark McDonald
Phil McLain
Gar Mickelson
Rich Miller

Steve Wood

Ron Woodward

Syd Wyncoop
(Note: There may be other
recorded ministers who are not

included in this list)
MINISTERS RECORDED
July, 2019

Roy Lujan

Bill Moormann

Ron Mulkey
Dan Nolta

Quentin Nordyke
Aaron O'Neill

MINISTERS RECEIVED

(from other yearly meetings)
Jim Le Shana, EFC Southwest

Bill Pruitt
Ken Redford
Keith Reeser
Richard Sartwell
Sherri Sheirbon

(to other yearly meetings)

Toby Shroeder
Eugene Smith

Phil Baisley

Phil Smith
Dan Stahlnecker
Ronald Stansell

Betty Jo Steele

MINISTERS
TRANSFERRED

MINISTERS
TRANSFERRED

Hal Thomas
David Thomas

(to other denominations)

Mark Thompson
Roy Twaddell

Dan Reimer

Ken Vanden Hoek
Don Walters

Roger Watson
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Mark Kelley

friends serving
abroad from
northwest yearly
meeting with
evangelical friends
MISSION
CHINA

Jeff and Christine Stanfield

(2nd Street &. Newberg)
World Gospel Mission,
Uganda, Kenya
Karen Swenson,(Newberg)
NWYMBoGO,Hungary
Elizabeth Todd(Newberg)

Daisy Gallegos

STEP International,

Isaak Swan

Ramallah

IRELAND
David and Patricia Howell

PHILLIPINES

Roy and Jinky Twaddell
WHOLE-LIFE DISCIPLESHIP
David Thomas

*There may be others serving
in ministiyfrom our local
churches who are not listed
above.

FRIENDS SERVING

DECEASED MEMBERS

ABROAD UNDER
OTHER BOARDS*

June I,2018-May31,2019

Linda Byrd (Newberg),
Wycliffe

just outside this window of
time. In addition, this list only

Josh and Audra Cadd

includes names that are given to
the Yearly Meeting Office and
may not be complete.

(Medford)
DOOR International,

Note: A few individuals died

Bulgaria
Jon and Cher Cadd

Allen Kendall, Metolius

(Medford)

Annie Longstroth Tycksen
Ardys Roberts Alteneder,
Newberg

Mission Aviation

Fellowship,
Democratic Republic of
Congo
John and Donna Kreutz

(Newberg)Summer Inst. of
Lingu.

Lance and Megan Roberts
(Metolius) YWAM, Ukraine
Jonathan and Carissa Shrout

Betty Ness, Quincy/Entiat
Beverly Porter, Boise
Cheryl Hauge, Meridian
Dan McCord, Entiat
Derrol Hockett, Newberg

Don Entry, Meridian
Donald Wayne Piersall,
River of Life

(2nd Street) Logos

Donna Colfax, Talent

International School

Donna Jean Baron, Sherwood
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Dorothy Holton, Boise
Elma Johnson, Newberg

Thelma Jewell Smith,

Elmer Francis Baron,Sherwood

Vemon Whitehurst,

Elmer Porter, Boise
Frieda Noel, Boise

Yvonne Carr, Newberg

South Salem

West Chehalem

Gilbert(Gib)Rickey, Newberg
Henry(Hank)Douty, Boise
Irene Gathers, Newberg

Zach Newman, Meridian

Janice Rickard, Vancouver

RECORDED MINISTERS

Janice Sparling, Whitney

Harold Antrim (Sherwood)

Jean Buckles, Melba
Jeff Morse, Metolius

Jerry Drain, Scotts Mills
John Greller, West Chehalem

Joseph Mclntire, Caldwell
Judith Kay Schwartzkopf,
Lynwood
Lansing Bulgin
Lois Smith, Greenleaf/Newberg
Margaret Snyder, Greenleaf

Marji Wilson, Clackamas Park
Mildred Schofield, Whitney
Ralph Beebe, Newberg
Randall Brown,Sherwood

Raymond Duane Dowell,
Caldwell

Robert E. Beeson, Meridian

Robert Terry, West Chehalem

Roger Macy Minthome,
Sherwood

Rollin "Joe" Bamett,
South Salem

Ruth Brewster, Medford
Ruth Daniels Studnick,
South Salem

Ruth Johnson, Vancouver

Shirley Lucille Brown,
Newberg
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INLAND AREA (IN)

SOUTHERN IDAHO AREA

Entiat

(SI)

Living Water Ministries*

Boise

River of Life

Caldwell

Woodland

Greenleaf
Homedale

NEWBERG AREA(NW)
2nd Street Community
Iglesia Amigos en
McMinnville*

Iglesia Amigos en Newberg
Iglesia Amigos en Sherwood*

Iglesia Amigos Casa del
Alfarero*
Melba
Meridian
Star

Whitney

Netarts

Newberg

SOUTHERN OREGON

Sherwood

AREA(SO)

West Chehalem

Medford
Talent

PORTLAND AREA(PC)
City's Edge

SOUTHWEST

Crossroads Community
Lynwood

WASHINGTON AREA(SW)
Cherry Grove
Destiny

Metolius

New Life*

Tigard

Rose Valley

Clackamas Park

Vancouver

PUGET SOUND AREA(PS)
A Future and A Hope*

*Ministry Points

East Hill

McKinley Hill
Peninsula

SALEM AREA(SM)
Marion
Rosedale
Scotts Mills
South Salem
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2ND STREET
COMMUNITY

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Jan Cain

P.O. Box 1237

Elders - Dennis Lewis

Newberg,Oregon 97132-8237

Treasurer - Ron Dingman

Office: 504 E. 1 st Street
Phone: 503-538-9761

Statistician - Sue Pruitt

Email: office@2ndstreet.org
Web: www.2ndstreet.org

Camp Publicity -Sue Pruitt
YM Representative - Heather
Way

Meeting place:

A FUTURE AND A HOPE

Chehalem Cultural Center

Mailing Address:

415 E. Sheridan St, Newberg

PC Box 58114

Directions: Go south on 99W

Phone: 206-276-7798

into Newberg. Turn right on

Email: alice@afuture-ahope.org

Renton, WA 98058

Howard St. The street dead

ends into the Chehalem
Cultural Center.

Meeting Times:
Monday—7:00 p.m.
Tuesday—11:00 a.m. & 7:00

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services—

Pastor:

10:00 a.m.

Alice Roork Maxson (Don)

Pastors:

BOISE

Bruce Steffensen, lead pastor
(Debi)
Lish Mannetter, worship pastor
(Marc)
Janelle Carman,children &
families pastor (Isaac)
Austin Way, pastor of youth &
community(Heather)

7751 GoddardRoad

Ministry Support Staff:
Sue Pruitt(Ken)

p.m.

Boise, Idaho 83704-3121
Phone: 208-375-9580

Email: office@boiseffiends.org
Web: www.boisefriends.org
Directions: From 1-84, take
Cole Road exit north and
continue on Cole till it dead
ends at Mountain View. Turn

leff on Mountain View, go

through light at Glenwood; the
church is on the left.
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BOISE Cont'd

Pastors:

Meeting Times:
Sunday Worship Service—

Don Brown (Alffeda)
Sherri Sheirbon, assistant pastor
(Rod)

10:30 a.m.

Melynda Lujan, youth pastor
Ministry Support Staff:
Cathi Kroeze

Clerks and Officers
Presiding - Sarah Sparks
Recording Clerk Elders -

Global Outreach/Missions -

Sally Unrau

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Margaret Hiskey
Recording - Lynnea Vance
Elders - Virginia Roberts
Education - Sherri Shierbon
Global Outreach/Missions —

Lindsay Hadley
Stewardship - Gaylen Smith

Local Outraech - Sally Unrau
Stewardship - John Sparks

Treasurer - Priscilla Smith

Treasurer - Doris Kelley
Statistician -

Friends Women Alffeda Brown

Friends Women -

Friends Men -

YM Representative -

YM Representatives —
Sam & Margaret Hiskey
Youth Sponsor Melynda Lujan

CALDWELL
521 E. Elm Street

Statistician - Sandy Flores

Caldwell, Idaho 83605-4871
Phone: 208-459-3390

CHERRY GROVE

Email: donbrown39@msn.com

9100 NE 219th Street

PO Box 1300

Directions: 1-84, 10th Ave exit,

Battle Ground,

south on 10th to Logan(4-way
stop). Left on Logan(one
block)to Howard. Turn right,

Phone/Fax: 360-687-3159

church is on the comer of
Howard and Elm.

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

Washington 98604-1300
Email:

office@cherrygrovefriends.org
Web: cherrygrovefriends.org
Directions: 1-5, east on exit 11

(Hwy 502). Go 4.5 miles to
92nd Ave. Church is on the left.

10:50 a.m.
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10:45 a.m.

side offountains, building J2.
Directions: Hwy 217 to Scholls
Ferry exit. Head west(ish)to
Nimbus. Left on Nimbusjust

Pastor:

the Scholls business center).

Arden Kinser(Janet)

Take the first entrance into the

Ministry Support Staff:

parking lot on the left. We are
in building J2.

CHERRY GROVE CONT'D

Meeting Times:

Sunday Worship Service—

before the Burger King (into

Bonnie Karben

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Rob Woodard
Recording - Tami Goodman
Elders - Tom Pritchard
Education - Beth Means
Outreach - Jenn Morin
Peace and Social Concerns -

Stewardship - Rob King

Meeting Times:
Sunday Worship Service— 11
a.m.

Pastor:

Dan Banham, lead pastor
(Beth)
Mary Bloechel, children's
minstry

Treasurer - Toni Woodard

Statistician - Cleone Jacobson

Camp Publicity Bonnie Karben

YM Representatives
Shelley Geil,
Eilene Newman

Youth SponsorRob and Toni Woodard

Presiding - Annette Collins
Recording - Rebecca Donathan
Elders- Doug Miller
Education - Maiy Bloechel
Global Outreach -

Jeanine Selix Ford
Peace and Social Concerns Jan Roberts

CITY'S EDGE

Stewardship - Brian Rager
Treasurer - Kathy Nelson

10180 SW Nimbus Ave Bldg

Statistician - Beth Banham

J2

Camp Publicity -

Beaverton, OR 97223-4341
Phone: 503-936-7729

Email: dan@citysedge.org
Web: www.citysedge.org

Meeting Place: Meeting in the
Scholls Business Center, north
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Richard Nelson

YM Representatives
Jeanine Selix Ford

Youth SponsorBeth Borgstede,
Grant Banham

CLACKAMAS PARK
8120 SE Thiessen Road

YM Representatives
Karla Allen,
Sheila Borgman

Milwaukie, Oregon 91261
Phone: 503-655-7177

Email: office@cpfchurch.net
Web: cpfchurch.net

Youth Sponsor - Michael Boyd
CROSSROADS
COMMUNITY

Directions: 1-205 to Exit 13.

West on Hwy 224 to Johnson

40618 Old Highway 30
Astoria, Oregon 97103-8638

Rd,south 1/2 mile to Thiessen

Phone: 503-458-7011

Rd,turn right, church is on the

Email:

left.

Crossroadscommunitychurch23
@gmail.com
www.crossroads-friends.org

Meeting Times:
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service -

Directions: Exit Hwy 30 at

10:45 a.m.

Svensen which is 10 miles east
of Astoria. Go south 1/8 mile to

Pastors:

Old Hwy 30, turn left, go 1/4
mile. Church is on right.

Ken Comfort, lead pastor
(Tonya)
Price Northcutt, associate
pastor(Loma)
Ministry Support Staff:

Meeting Times:
Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service 10:45 a.m.

Cherri Riddell, Sheila

Borgman,& Janet March

Pastor:

Shawn Leonard (Christina)

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Brian Morse
Recording - Tonya Comfort
Elders - Lloyd Istchner
Education Missions -

Stewardship - Brian Morse
Treasurer - Leland Lee

Camp Publicity - Brian Morse
Statistician - Sheila Borgman
Friends Women - Cheri Riddell

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Misty Ogier
Elders - Vicki Sullivan

Education - Sherri Posey
Stewardship - Misty Ogier
Treasurer - Sherri Posey
Statistician - Misty Ogier
YM Representatives
Mike & Sherri Posey,
Shawn Leonard
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DESTINY

Long Beach Grange Hall
5715 Sandridge Road
Long Beach, WA 98631
(lower level, south side)

Sunday Worship Service—
11:00 a.m.

Interim Pastor:

Ruthie Severance(Shannon)

Phone: 360-665-0880
Email:

ENTIAT
2822 Entiat River Road

destinyfriendschurch@gniail.com
Web: destinyfriends.org

P.O. Box 516

Meeting Time:

(UPS: 2848 Entiat River Road)

Monday Evening Service—
5:30 p.m. beginning with dinner

Phone: 509-784-1342

Pastors:

Directions: 18 miles north of

Dan and Mindy Bums

Wenatchee on Hwy 97. Tum
left at Entiat River Rd; 1/4 mile
on right.

Entiat, Washington 98822-0516

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - John Guimond
Recording - Vicki Sullivan

Email: entiatffiends@nwi.net

Meeting Times:

Elders - Mike Sullivan

(September through May)

Treasurer- Kelly Knick

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service -

Friends Men - Dan Bums

Friends Women - Mindy Bums

11:00 a.m.

Sunday Prayer -6:00 p.m.
EAST HILL

(Summer)

22600-116th Avenue SE

Sunday Worship Service -

Kent, Washington 98031-2375

10:00 a.m.

Phone: 253-859-5060
Email:

Sunday Prayer - 7:00 p.m.

hello@easthillfriends.org

Pastor: Mark McDonald

Directions: Hwy 167 to 212th
Ave (signal), tum right(south)

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—
Recording—Phyllis Griffith

to church.

Elders—Debbie Harrison

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—11:30 a.m.

Missions—contact Elders

St exit.East on 212th to 116th

Education—Missy Beacom
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Local Outreach—contact Elders

ENTIAT CONT'D
Treasurer—Sarah Petersen

Statistician— Phyllis Griffith
YM Representative
Dianne Hansen,
Phil Harrison

Youth SponsorDebbie Harrison
GREENLEAF

20535 N Academy Road
P.O. Box 428

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Rick Fisher
Recording—Doris Wilkins
Elders—Richard Buskirk
Education—Erin Millard
Missions—Liza Warner

Stewardship—Jaime Winters
Treasurer—Ken Hibbs

Statistician—Susie Pemberton
Everence—
Friends Men—Rick Irish
Friends Women—

Greenleaf, Idaho 83626-0428

Sharon Tmnnell

Phone: 208-459-3896
Email:

Camp Publicity—

gfc@greenleaffriends.org
Web: greenleafffiends.org

FY Sponsor—Noella Rubens,

Church office
Steve Harris

YM Representatives—Lee &
Directions: 1-84 to Hwy 19,
west 5 miles to Academy Rd.

Comer of Academy Rd and
Hwy 19.

Heidi Belt

HOMEDALE

Mailing Address:
PO Box 95

Meeting Time:
Sunday School—9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—
10:00 a.m.

Evening Service—6:00 p.m.

Homedale, ID 83628

Meeting Location:
17434 Highway 95
Wilder, Idaho 83676-5704
Phone: 208-337-3464

Pastors:

E-Mail:

Alan Weinacht, lead pastor
(Marjorie)
Jan Hibbs, ministry of visitation

info@homedaleffiends.org
Website:

www.homedaleffiends.org

Ministry Support Staff:

Meeting Times:

Susie Pemberton (Steve)

Sunday School—9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—
10:45 a.m.
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HOMEDALE CONT'D
Pastor: Scott Morin

IGLESIA AMIGOS en
NEWBERG

200 S. College Street

Clerks and Officers:
YM Representatives -

Scott & Kimberly Morin

P.O. Box 487

Newberg, Oregon 97132-0487
Phone: 503-544-5742

Email: diazangel56@yahoo.com
IGLESIA AMIGOS CASA
del ALFARERO

Directions: From 99W turn

Mailing Address:

south onto College St; proceed

21463 W Main Street

to 2nd St. Church on southeast

Greenleaf, Idaho 83626

comer.

Phone: 208-353-9878

IGLESIA AMIGOS en

Meeting Times:
Sunday Worship Service—

McMINNVILLE

10:30 a.m

720 Wallace Road

McMinnville, Oregon 97128

Pastors:

Phone: 503-544-5742

Angel Diaz(Marbellys)

Email: diazangel56@yahoo.com
IGLESIA AMIGOS en

Directions: Hwy 99W through
McMinnville to 2nd St. Right
on 2nd for one block, right on
Star Mill Way. This becomes

SHERWOOD

Wallace Road Church is next

Email: asm-0805@hotmail.com

23264 SW Main Street

Sherwood, Oregon 97140-0340
Phone: 503-899-5862

to tennis courts.

Meeting Times:

Meeting Time:

Sunday Worship Service—2:00

Sunday Worship Service—

p.m.

6:00 pm
Pastor:

Pastor:

Angel Diaz(Marbellys)
Syllebram Diaz
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Acacio Martinez(Rosy Solis)

Mailing address:

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

PO Box 456

10:00 a.m.

LIVING WATER
MINISTRIES

Plummer, Idaho 83851-0456
Phone: 208-651-7532

Pastors:

Meeting place:

(Lisa)

Bill Moormann,lead pastor
279 6th Street

CarrieAnn Baker, family pastor

Plummer, Idaho 83851

(Bake)

Directions'. 35 miles south of 1-

Ministry Support Staff:
Amy Logue

90 and Hwy 95 intersection and
one block east of Hwy 95 and
Hwy 5 intersection in Plummer,

Clerks and Officers:

ID.

Presiding—
Recording Clerk—

Meeting Time:
Thursday—5:15 p.m.

Elders—
Local Outreach—
Treasurer—

Pastors:

Statistician—

Caj Matheson, lead pastor
Terry Butcher, admin pastor

MARION

5997 Stayton Road SE
Turner, OR 97392-9749

LYNWOOD
835 SE 162nd Avenue

Phone: 503-769-7915

Portland, Oregon 97233-3216

Email:

Phone: 503-252-8415
Email:

pastorbill.mfc@gmail.com

secretary@lynwoodffiends.org
Web: lynwoodffiends.org

Directions: 1-5 to Exit 25

Washington/Stark streets exit.
At light go east(heading north,
turn right; south turn left) to
162nd St. Turn right; 2 blocks,

(Sunnyside-Delaney Rd.,
Turner exit), east to Turner on
Delaney Rd. Right on Turner
Rd; through Turner, right on
Marion Rd. Right at 4-way stop
and go 4/4 miles. Left on
Stayton Rd. Meetinghouse 1/4

church on the right.

mile on left.

Directions: 1-205,
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MARION CONT'D

Rd. Turn left; parking lot on

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:45 a.m.

left.

Sunday Worship Service—
11:00 a.m., 5:30 p.m.

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—9:30

Pastor:

a.m.

Bill Pruitt(Faye)
Pastor:

McKINLEY HILL

Jesse Davis(Emily)

259 E 72nd Avenue

Tacoma, Washington 98404-

Ministry Support Staff:

1063

Terry Wilson

Phone: 253-473-4609

Web: mckinleyhillfriends.org

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Lena Anderson

Directions: 1-5 to exit 129. East
on 72nd St 1.7 miles. Church
on north side of street.

Recording - Phyllis Krupp

Sunday Worship Service—

Elders - Carla Tappero
Education - Pasty Burton,
Drew Krupp
Stewardship - Mark Burton
Treasurer - Terry DuLong

10:00 am

Statistician - Church office

Presiding—Martin Rice

Friends Women - Nadine Brood

MEDFORD
525 DeBarr Avenue

Camp Publicity - Church office
YM Representatives -

Meeting Time:

Everence - Charlie Swingle
Friends Men - Church office

Medford, Oregon 97501-1626
Phone: 541-772-6926
Email:

terry@medfordffiendschurch.org
Web:

medfordffiendschurch.org
Directions: 1-5, exit 30, west on

Hwy 62 to Hwy 99. Turn right,
go one block to Table Rock Rd,
turn right, follow to Merriman
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Rich and Deanna Mann

MELBA

Friends Women -

301 Randolph Road
P.O. Box 116

Connie Hinderliter
Friends Men - Chris Hinderliter

Melba, Idaho 83641-0116

Youth Sponsor -

Phone: 208-495-2549

Chris Hinderliter

Email: melbafriends@gmail.com
Web: melbafriends.org

YM Representatives -

Directions: From 1-84 follow

MERIDIAN

directions to Nampa. Follow
signs to Highway 45, south on
12th Street. Follow signs to

Meridian, Idaho 83642-2060

Ben & Gen Fitch

1021 West Pine Avenue
Phone: 208-888-2721

Melba. Turn left onto Melba

Email:

Road. At stop sign,tum right

office@meridianfriends.org
Web: meridianfriends.org

onto Southside. Follow into

town. At second stop sign tum
right on Randolph Street.
Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

Directions: Take Meridian exit

44 off 1-84, north to Pine Ave

(5th light). Tum left; 10 blocks
to the church.

10:30 a.m.

Pastors:

Chris Hinderliter, lead pastor

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—11:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services—

(Jessica)
Rich Ellis, pastor of Christian

9:30 a.m.

discipleship(Nancy)

Pastors:

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Sheila Beeman
Recording - Chris Hinderliter

(Tresa)

Ken Redford, lead pastor

Elders - Susan McKibben

Education - Jessica Hinderliter
Global Outreach - Gen Fitch
Local Outreach -

Connie Hinderliter

Jacob Newton, youth & young

adult pastor(Leah)
Tresa Redford,family life
pastor(Ken)
Ministry Support Staff:
Krista Arroyo(Benjamin)

Stewardship - Ben Fitch
Treasurer - Sandi Wade

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Frank Whittier
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Recording - Sue Boyles

Clerks and Officers:
Asst. Presiding -

Elders - Dennis Cohen
Education - Patti Paz

Recording - Elaine Henderson

MERIDIAN CONT'D

Stewardship - Pat Paz
Treasurer - Cory Smith

Statistician - Krista Arroyo
Everence - Krista Arroyo

Lonnie Henderson
Elders - Lee Farrester

Education - Olivia Brandon
Missions - Janice Alexander

Stewardship - Chuck Alexander

Camp Publicity - Jacob Newton

Treasurer - Sharon Brackett

Youth Sponsor - Jacob Newton
YM Representatives - Tresa
Redford, Pat Paz

Statistician—Teren Wood

Everence - Teren Wood

Camp Publicity Friends Women - Nichole

METOLIUS

Dinkel

575 Hood Avenue

Friends Men - Jadon Ross

Metolius, Oregon 97741-2336

Youth Sponsor - Tia Powell
YM Representatives -

Phone: 541-546-4974

Email:

Barb Hutchins,

metoliusfriendschurch@

Audrey Ross

crestviewcable.com

Web: metoliusfriends.church

NETARTS

4685 Alder Cove Road West

Directions'. In Madras, Hwy 97,

Tillamook, Oregon 97141-9355

turn west on "D" Street. Go
four miles to Metolius. Turn

Phone: 503-842-8375
Email:

left on 6th St; go to Hood Ave,

home@netartsffiends.org
Web: www.netartsfriends.org

turn left.

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—
10:45 a.m.
Pastors:

Jadon Ross, lead pastor
(Audrey)
Ministry Support Staff:
Teren Wood (Gordon)
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Directions'. From Tillamook,
west on 3rd St, six miles to
Netarts, turn sharp right on
Alder Cove Rd,go 1.5 blocks.

NETARTS CONT'D

Sunday Worship Service - 9:30

Directions: Take 1-5 to 4th
Plain exit; go east about one
mile to Grand. From 1-205 to
SR 500 E. St. Johns exit S. Left

a.m.

on 33rd and right on Grand,go

Meeting Times:
Sunday School- 11:00 a.m.

about 1/2 mile to church.
Pastor.

Aaron Carlson(Molly)

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:00 a.m.

Ministry Support Staff:

Sunday Worship Services—

Barbara Billstine

10:15 a.m.

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Joanie White
Recording - LeAnn Beebe

Pastors:

Dave White(Renee)

Elders - Crisanne Roberts

NEWBERG

Education - Esther Troyer

307 S. College Street

Local Outreach —LeAnn Beebe

P.O. Box 487

Stewardship - Steve Ken-

Newberg,Oregon 97132-0487

Treasurer - Thomas Elder

Phone: 503-538-8381

Statistician - Randy White
Camp Publicity YM Representative -

Email:

Ken Beebe,
Jeff Sargent

office@newbergffiends.org
Web: newbergffiends.org
Directions: From 99W turn

south onto College St; proceed
NEW LIFE FRIENDS
New Life Mission:Possible and

to 3rd Street. Church on
southwest comer.

The Lord's Gym

7842

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

Phone: 360-694-6843

10:30 a.m.

2410 Grand Boulevard

Vancouver, Washington 98661-

Email:

newlifefnendschurch@gmail.com

Pastors:

Keith Reeser(Tahnee), lead
pastor
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Ministry Support Staff:
Dianne Sargent(Office
Administrator)
Kati Voth(bookkeeper)

PENINSULA

Peninsula Evangelical
Friends Church at Agnew
1291 N. Ban-Road

Port Angeles, Washington
NEWBERG CONT'D

98362

Julie Anderson (Interim Senior
Ministries)
Lisa Nauman (Children's
Ministry)
Paige Patterson(Youth Intern)
Kenny Snyder(Worship
Coordinator)
Mark Thompson(Cemetery

Phone: 360-452-9105

Directions: Take Hwy 101 N
through Sequim to stoplight at
Carlsberg Rd,turn right. At

Sexton)

stop sign turn left on Old

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Carl Anderson
Recording - Phil Smith

church is on left comer of N.

Elders - Ron Stansell

Meeting Times:
Sunday School -11:00 a.m.

Email: pefchurch(^gmail.com
Web:

http://sermonaudio.com/pefc

Olympic Hwy. Go 3 miles;

Education - Ken Howe
Global Outreach David Martinez

Stewardship - Chuck Scott
Treasurer - David Hampton
Statistician - Carolyn Stansell
Camp Publicity - Lisa Nauman
Friends Women -

Barr Rd.

Sunday Worship Service - 9:30
a.m.

Pastor:

Jon Fodge
Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Craig Heath
Recording - Martha Ireland
Elders - Craig Heath
Missions- Jennifer Fodge
Stewardship - Dale Ireland

Janelle Nordyke
Youth Sponsor YM Representatives - Susan
Hampton, Betty Comfort,
Richard Sartwell, Phil Smith,
Ron Staples, David Thomas,

Treasurer - Vicki Carlisle

Cindy Espana

Camp Publicity Martha Ireland

YM Representative Jon Fodge
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RIVER OF LIFE
3263 E. 12th Avenue

Post Falls, Idaho 83854-8988

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services—

Phone/Fax: 208-773-5014
Email:

10:45 a.m.

pastormike@riveroflifefTiends.c

Pastor:

om

Robert Hays, lead pastor(Sue)
Nathaniel Vanderploeg,
associate pastor(Katie)

Web: riveroflifefriends.com
Directions: 1-90 east of

Spokane, exit 7, turn left. Left
at Hwy 41, left at 12th Ave, 1/2

Ministry Support Staff:
Katie Vanderploeg

mile on right, comer of 12th
and Cecil.

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—
11:00 a.m.

ROSEDALE

452 Hylo Road,SE
Salem, Oregon 97306-9104
Phone: 503-364-2716
Email:

office@rosedalefriends.org
Web: rosedalefriends.org

Pastors:

Mike Slothower, lead pastor
(Carmen)
Brenda Eachon, Children's
Minister

Jon Niemi, Youth Leader
ROSE VALLEY

1437 Rose Valley Road
Kelso, Washington 98626-9664
Phone: 360-425-3222

Email: rvfcoffice@gmail.com
Web: rosevalleyfriends.org

Directions: From 1-5 Fwy,take
exit 248(Tumer/Sunnyside);
west on Delaney one mile to
stop; north on Sunnyside; west
on Hylo Rd, 1.75 mi.
Meeting Times:
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Traditional Friends

(Unprogrammed)service the
last Sunday ofthe month at
7:00 p.m.

Directions: 1-5 to Exit 36

Clerks and Officers:

(Longview-Carrolls). Take Old
Hwy 99 south toward Carrolls;

Presiding - Marie Cammack

tum left on Rose Valley Rd,2.5
miles.

Recording - Betty Kelley
Elders - George Crosier
Education - Betty Kelley
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ROSEDALE CONT'D

Stewardship - Brad Chandler
Treasurer - Dee Chandler

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding - Lloyd Mulkey
Recording - Cathy Knox

Statistician - church office

Elders - Jeanne Hazel

Camp Publicity - church office

Stewardship - Chris Laing

Friends Women - church office

Treasurer - Ted Hazel

Friends Men - church office

Statistician - Gary Farmer
YM RepresentativesWanda Jenkins,

YM Representatives Bill Kelley

Jeanne Hazel

SCOTTS MILLS

Church Location:

SHERWOOD

520 Grandview Avenue

23264 SW Main Street

Mailing Address:

Sherwood, Oregon 97140-0340

P.O. Box 56

Phone: 503-625-7879

Scotts Mills, Oregon 97375-

Email:

0056

scfc@sherwoodfriends.org
Web: sherwoodfriends.org

Phone: 503-873-5526
Email:

Smf.leadership@gmail.com
Web:

Scottsmillsffiends.org

Directions: Turn Hwy 99W on
Sunset(by the YMCA). Follow
Sunset to second stop sign. Leff
on SW Main St. Church is two

Directions: From Hwy 213,
travel east on Mt. Angel/Scotts

blocks on right.

Mills Rd approx. 3 miles to
Grandview Ave,2 blocks to

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

church.

10:30 a.m.

Meeting Times:
Sunday Worship Service -10:00

Pastors:

Scotts Mills. Turn south on

a.m.

Pastor:

Wanda Jenkins(Ed)

Rich Miller, lead pastor
(Nadine)
Rob Whitaker, director of
worship arts
(Shannon)

Ministry Support Staff:
Priscilla Peterson
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SOUTH SALEM

1140 Baxter Road,SE
Salem, Oregon 97306-1528

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

Phone: 503-364-7476

10:45 a.m.

Email:jkbsalem@gmail.com
Web:

Pastors:

southsalemfriendschurch.org

Joe Carson (Guin)
TJ Warren(Denae)
Ellen Morse(Stan)

Directions'. Take 1-5 to Salem,
exit off 1-5 onto Kuebler Blvd.
Drive west about one mile on

TALENT

Kuebler Blvd to Commercial
St. Turn left/south onto
Commercial St. and drive about
two blocks to Baxter Rd. Tum

50 Talent Avenue
P.O. Box 551

Talent, Oregon 97540-0315
Phone:541-535-1169

right/west onto Baxter Rd. and

Email:

drive about one block to where

TFCOffice@talentffiendschurc
h.org

the church is located on the
left/south side of Baxter Rd.

Directions: Talent exit off 1-5;

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service—

tumwest onto Valley View Rd;
cross South Pacific Hwy;right
on Talent Ave;2 blocks on left.

10:45 a.m.
Pastor:

Jim Leonard (Jeanne)

Meeting Times:
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service 10:30 a.m.

STAR COMMUNITY
439 N Star Road

Pastor:

Star, Idaho 83669-5378

Syd Wyncoop(Kathy)

Phone: 208-286-7356
Web:

starcommunitychurch.org
Directions: Hwy 44 to Star Rd.
North on Star to Third St.
Comer of Third and Star.

Ministry Support Staff:
Teresa Bartell(Robert)
Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Joe Colfax
Recording—Teresa Bartell
Elders—Christina Muhr
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TALENT CONT'D

Stewardship - Larry Looper
Treasurer - Patsy Perisho
Statistician - Norma Emry
YM Representatives—
Teresa Bartell,

Syd Wyncoop
TIGARD
15800 SW Hall Boulevard

Missions—Dennis Hagen
Stewardship—Chris Bennett
Treasurer—

Statistician—Andy Crisman
Camp Publicity—church office
Everence—Barb Thomburg
Friends Men—Don Walters
VANCOUVER
Vancouver First Friends

P.O. Box 230117

Church

Tigard, OR 97281-0117

2710 NE 65th Avenue

Phone: 503-620-7836

Vancouver, Washington 98661-

Email:

6816

office@tigardfriends.org

Phone: 360-695-4455

Web: tigardfriends.com

Email: office@vffc.org
Web: vfFc.org

Directions: 15800 SW Hall

Blvd, Tigard. 1-5 to exit 291;
follow signs toward King City.
Located on comer of Durham
Road and Hall Blvd.

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—11:10 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—9:40
a.m.

Pastor:

Directions: From 1-5 to SR 500

East to Andresen; tum right to
Fourth Plain Blvd; tum right to
65th Ave.; tum left. Church is
on the right about 2 blocks.
From 1-205 to SR 500 West to
Andresen; left to Fourth Plain

Blvd; right to 65th Ave.; tum
left. Church is on the right
about two blocks.

Don Walters(Mary)

Ministry Support Staff:
Barb Thomburg (Phil)

Meeting Times:
Small Groups—^9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship—10:30 a.m.

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Tami Cammack
Recording—Janet Hagen

Interim Pastor:

Elders—Phil Thomburg

Ministry Support Staff:
Sheryl Doty (Bill)

Education—
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Geoff Taylor

VANCOUVER CONT'D

Phil McLain, associate pastor

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Dan Younce

(Marge)

Recording—Sheryl Doty

Ministry Support Staff:
Joan Fegles(Ed)

Elders - Mel Kern

Education - Karen Cooper
Missions - Mel Kern

Stewardship - Sheryl Doty
Treasurer - Church Office

Statistician - Sheryl Doty
Camp Publicity - Karen Cooper
Friends Men - Mel Kern

Youth Sponsor - Caleb Cooper
YM Representatives - Jan Geil
WEST CHEHALEM

16700 NE North Valley Road
Newberg,Oregon 97132-6526

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Lon Fendall
Recording—^Joyce Astleford
Elders—Marge McLain
Education—Phil McLain

Missions—Carol Van Wagner
Stewardship—Roscoe Howard
Treasurer—Heather Stoneking
Statistician—Paul Almquist
Camp Publicity—Phil McLain
Friends Men - Paul Almquist
Friends Women—

Phone: 503-538-5903

Email: wcfc22@gmail.com
Web: westchehalemffiends.org

Directions: From Newberg Hwy 240 west 5 miles; turn
north (right) on Dopp Rd for
one mile. At stop sign, turn
west(left) on North Valley Rd.

Linnea Stahlnecker

YM Representatives—
Raelene Fendall,
MarDee McDougal
WHITNEY
3102 Palouse Street

Boise, Idaho 83705-3455
Phone: 208-576-2561

Church is 1/4 mile on left side
of road.

Email:

Meeting Times:
Sunday School—9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—

whitneyfriendschurch.wordpress.
com

10:45 a.m.

Directions: Take exit 53

whitneyfriends@gmail.com
Web:

(Airport/Vista) off 1-84, turn
Pastor:

Paul Almquist, lead pastor
(Nancy)

North onto Vista Ave, turn left
onto Lemhi Street, turn right
onto Shoshone Street, turn left
onto Palouse Street
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WHITNEY CONT'D
Meeting Times:
Sunday School—11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—9:30

Clerks and Officers:
Presiding—Steve Tuning
Recording—Pam Mclntire
Education—Bonnie Puckett

a.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting 2:30 p.m.
Pastor.

Joy Lujan(Roy)
WOODLAND
1993 Woodland Road

Kamiah,ID 83536-9405
Phone: 208-935-2244

Email: remade@hotmail.com
Web:woodlandfTiendschurch.w

ordpress.com

Directions: Heading west on

Hwy 12 before Kamiah, ID
bridge take right onto
Woodland Rd. Take 3rd right
on Woodland Rd follow road
for 12 miles, meeting location
will be on the left.

Meeting Times:

Sunday School—9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service—
11:00 a.m.
Pastor:

Kevin Davis(Christy)
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YM RepresentativesPhil Bonnie Puckett
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